
LESSON 3

Autopoiesis

Lesson 3 consists of two texts: an introduction to
autopoietic theory by Randal Whitaker and a major text by
Humberto Maturana. There are links to the important
Website of Randal Whitaker on Autopoiesis, where a
bibliography and suggestions for further reading may be
found. At the end of this page there is a link to the
discussion page.

Selection 1

Autopoietic Theory
  Randall Whitaker

Copyright 1996 Randall Whitaker

This introductory tutorial is designed to give you a brief overview of
autopoietic theory -- the term I use to denote the work of Chilean biologists
Humberto R. Maturana and Francisco J. Varela. The following sections
each provide a summary overview of a key concept. The literature citations
are a small subset of the comprehensive bibliography available at this Web
site. 
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The Chronology of Maturana and Varela's
Work

Francisco J. Varela was a student and colleague of
Maturana's. Together, they formalized this new
perspective into a theoretical framework which
claimed the essential feature of living systems was
autopoiesis -- a system's self-production of the
components realizing its organization (its definitive
processual configuration). A living system was any
system exhibiting autopoiesis in the physical space. 

During the 1960's, the Chilean biologist Humberto
R. Maturana began to question the prevailing
notions of cognition. The further he proceeded, the
more he realized that he would have to completely
redefine the phenomenology of the living in terms of
the organism itself, so as to avoid superfluous and
confusing abstractions. This in turn forced him to
define living systems. By 1970, he had outlined a
novel view from which living systems were defined in
terms of their processual configuration. 

Through the early 1970's, Maturana and Varela extended and refined their
theory in a series of papers. Two of the key articles ('Biology of Cognition'
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[Maturana, 1970] and 'Autopoiesis: The Organization of the Living'
[Maturana & Varela, 1973]) were reprinted together in a 1980 volume
entitled Autopoiesis and Cognition: The Realization of the Living. In the
mean time, Varela had published a 1979 volume entitled Principles of
Biological Autonomy, which extended the scope and depth of the earlier
papers. These two books are the cornerstones of the theoretical literature
in this field. 

During the 1980's, Maturana and Varela collaborated to produce The Tree
of Knowledge -- an overview of their ideas for general consumption. This
book has served to introduce a wide (and growing) audience to their work.
Most recently, Varela (in collaboration with Evan Thompson and Eleanor
Rosch) has outlined an agenda for an enactive cognitive science in the
1991 book The Embodied Mind. 

Cognition as a Biological Phenomenon

Maturana's early experimental work in neurophysiology and perception
(Maturana et.al., 1960; Maturana et.al., 1968) led him to question
information-theoretic notions of cognition. The theory he subsequently
created and refined with Varela was originally intended to address issues
theretofore subsumed under studies of 'cognition' and/or 'perception'. The
theory's scope has not remained limited to those issues. It builds from its
cognitive base to generate implications for (among other things)
epistemology, communication and social systems theory. These additional
foci have traditionally been placed under the jurisdictions of (respectively)
philosophy, linguistics, and sociology. Why, then, should we consider them
a subject of concern for a biologist? Maturana's direct reply is that
'Cognition is a biological phenomenon and can only be understood as such;
any epistemological insight into the domain of knowledge requires this
understanding.' (Maturana & Varela, 1980, p. 7) 

As a biological phenomenon, cognition is viewed with respect to the
organism(s) whose conduct realizes that phenomenon. In autopoietic
theory, cognition is a consequence of circularity and complexity in the form
of any system whose behavior includes maintenance of that selfsame form.
This shifts the focus from discernment of active agencies and replicable
actions through which a given process ('cognition') is conducted (the
viewpoint of cognitive science) to the discernment of those features of an
organism's form which determine its engagement with its milieu. 

 This orientation led to a systematic description of organisms as
self-producing units in the physical space. The principles and definitions
making up this systematic schema will be termed autopoietic theory's
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formal aspects. Deriving from this formal foundation a set of operational
characteristics (e.g., self-regulation; self-reference), Maturana and Varela
developed a systemic explanation of cognition and a descriptive
phenomenology. The principles and definitions making up this systemic
description will be termed autopoietic theory's phenomenological
aspects. Autopoietic theory has been applied in diverse fields such as
software engineering, artificial intelligence, sociology, and psychotherapy. 

The Observer

'Everything said is said by an observer'. 
(Maturana & Varela, 1980, p. xix) 

Maturana's initial work on cognition emphasized individual living systems.
As a result, autopoietic theory has as its foundation the manner in which
living systems address and engage the domain(s) in which they operate.
This orientation subsumes the manner in which autopoietic theory
addresses itself (as a scientific theory) and all other phenomena. A
cognizing system engages the 'world' only in terms of the perturbations in
its nervous system, which is 'operationally closed' (i.e., its
transformations occur within its bounds). To the extent that the nervous
system recursively interconnects its components (as in our brains), the
organism is capable of generating, maintaining and re-engaging its own
states as if they were literal re-presentations of external phenomena. Such
states are 'second-order' in the sense that they are derivative from, rather
than literal recordings of, experience. These states are called descriptions
in autopoietic theory, and an organism operating within the realm of its
descriptions is an observer. The primary such operation is making
distinctions which cleave the observing system's environment into 'object'
and 'other'. In Maturana's own words: 

'An observer is a ... living system who can make distinctions and
specify that which he or she distinguishes as a unity, as an entity
different from himself or herself that can be used for
manipulations or descriptions in interactions with other
observers.' 
(Maturana, 1978b, p. 31) 

The observer is one of the key concepts in autopoietic theory, because: 

'Observing is both the ultimate starting point and the most
fundamental question in any attempt to understand reality and
reason as phenomena of the human domain. Indeed, everything
said is said by an observer to another observer that could be him-
or herself.' 
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(Maturana, 1988, p. 27) 

The fundamental operation in observing is that of distinction -- '...the
pointing to a unity by performing an operation which defines its boundaries
and separates it from a background.' (Maturana, 1975, p. 325) Through the
recursive distinguishing of entities through action, the observer is '...able
to operate as if external to (distinct from) the circumstances in which he
finds himself.' (Op. cit., p. 315) However, the observer is not actually
standing apart from those circumstances. This is due to the fact that the
entire and the only domain in which he/she operates is that of his/her
closed (self-interconnected) nervous system. The nervous system's
connectivity and closure permit interactions among its own states at time
t1 to determine its states at time t2. This circular interaction allows for '...
infinite recursion with continuous behavioural change.' (Op. cit., p. 324) 

The notion of the observer circumscribes all enquiry and all discussion.
The precise form(s) and function(s) by which systems are distinguished are
unavoidably imposed by whatever observer is addressing them. The
qualification of any observation with respect to the vantage point of a given
observer makes autopoietic theory inherently relativistic with respect to
the person of the observer. Second, the resulting qualification of any set of
observations over time with respect to the vantage events of a given
observer makes autopoietic theory inherently relativistic with respect to
the history of the observer. Third, since shared or collectively negotiated
descriptions of experience (e.g., recollections [past], consensus [present],
plans [future]) are qualified with respect to the interactions among given
observers, autopoietic theory is inherently relativistic with respect to the
persons of interacting observers and their joint history of interactions. 

Fundamental System Attributes: 
Organization and Structure

Organization

Systems cannot be defined by simply enumerating or tracing the layout of
their constituent elements. The definitive attribute of a systemic entity is
the set of inter-component relationships which (a) outline its form at any
given moment and (b) serve as the core 'identity' which is maintained in
spite of dynamic changes over time. In autopoietic theory, this set of
defining relationships is termed a system's organization. 

'The relations that define a machine as a unity, and determine the
dynamics of interactions and transformations which it may
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undergo as such a unity, constitute the organization of the
machine.' 
(Maturana & Varela, 1980, p. 77) 

Maturana (1975) notes 'organization' comes from the Greek and means
'instrument'. By using this word for the essential, defining character of a
system he focuses attention on '...the instrumental participation of the
components in the constitution of the unity.' (Op. cit., p. 315) It is the
organization of a system which defines its identity, its properties as a unity,
and the frame within which it must be addressed as a unary whole. 

Structure

In effect, a system's organization specifies a category, within which there
may be many specifically-realized instantiations. Specific systemic entities
exhibit more than just the general pattern of their organization -- they
consist of particular components and relations among them. A systemic
unity's organization is specifically realized through the presence and
interplay of components in a given space. These comprise the unity's
structure. Maturana (1975) points out the word 'structure' comes from
the Latin meaning 'to build'. He employs this allusion in assigning to this
label '...the actual components and ... the actual relations which these must
satisfy in their participation in the constitution of a given unity.' (Op. cit.,
pp. 315-316) Structure does not determine the overall character of a unity;
it determines only '...the space in which it exists and can be perturbed.'
(Ibid.) 

A unity may change structure without loss of identity, so long as its
organization is maintained. Maturana and Varela's distinction between
organization and structure provides a basis for sorting out descriptions of
systems into their abstract and concrete aspects. Formally speaking: 

'The organization of a machine (or system) does not specify the
properties of the components which realize the machine as a
concrete system, it only specifies the relations which these must
generate to constitute the machine or system as a unity.
Therefore, the organization of a machine is independent of the
properties of its components which can be any, and a given
machine can be realized in many different manners by many
different kinds of components. In other words, although a given
machine can be realized by many different structures, for it to
constitute a concrete entity in a given space its actual
components must be defined in that space, and have the
properties which allow them to generate the relations which
define it.' 
(Maturana & Varela, 1980, p. 77) 
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A 'nitty-gritty' illustration of the distinction is given in the 1987 book The
Tree of Knowledge: 

'...in a toilet the organization of the system of water-level
regulation consists in the relations between an apparatus
capable of detecting the water level and another apparatus
capable of stopping the inflow of water. The toilet unit embodies
a mixed system of plastic and metal comprising a float and a
bypass valve. This specific structure, however, could be modified
by replacing the plastic with wood, without changing the fact
that there would still be a toilet organization.' 
(Maturana & Varela, 1987, p. 47) 

The organization / structure dichotomy is graphically illustrated in the
work of the 16th Century Italian painter Giuseppe Arcimboldo, who
devised remarkable portraits in which the faces are composed of (e.g.)
fruits, vegetables, seafood, etc. His fanciful art realized a discernible facial
'organization' through a 'structure' of novel components. Below is his
portrait (of Emperor Rudolph II) entitled Vertumnus. How do you recognize
this pile of fruits and vegetables (the structure) as a face? Because of its
essential organization, which is illustrated as a schematic pattern. 

Maturana and Varela's complementary distinction between organization
and structure is very useful in delineating and analyzing systems' form and
function -- for example, describing enterprises as having generally
invariant form in spite of specifically changing components. 

Autopoiesis and Autonomy

Autopoiesis

Maturana and Varela's central concept is that of autopoiesis. According to
Maturana (Maturana and Varela, 1980, p. xvii) the term was coined around
1972 by combining the Greek auto (self-) and poiesis (creation;
production). The concept is defined formally as follows: 

'An autopoietic system is organized (defined as a unity) as a
network of processes of production (transformation and
destruction) of components that produces the components that: 

through their interactions and transformations continuously1.
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regenerate and realize the network of processes (relations)
that produced them; and 
constitute it (the machine) as a concrete unity in the space
in which they [the components] exist by specifying the
topological domain of its realization as such a network.'
(Varela, 1979, p. 13) 

2.

Any unity meeting these specifications is an autopoietic system, and any
such autopoietic system realized in physical space is a living system. The
particular configuration of a given unity -- its structure -- is not sufficient
to define it as a unity. The key feature of a living system is maintenance of
its organization, i.e, preservation of the relational network which defines
it as a systemic unity. Phrased another way, '...autopoietic systems operate
as homeostatic systems that have their own organization as the critical
fundamental variable that they actively maintain constant.' (Maturana,
1975, p. 318) 

Autopoietic theory is the primary (perhaps the only...) example of a
definition for life which is framed purely with respect to a candidate
system in and of itself. If you go back and check most definitions (e.g., in a
biology text), you are likely to find nothing more coherent than a list of
features and functional attributes (e.g., 'reproduction', 'metabolism') which
describe what living systems do, but not what they are. For this reason,
autopoiesis has become a topic of interest in the recent field of artificial
life (Alife)

Autonomy

During the mid- to late 1970's, Varela expanded on autopoietic theory's
original formalizations to delineate the systemic attribute of autonomy, of
which autopoiesis is a subset. Autonomous systems are: 

'...defined as a composite unity by a network of interactions of
components that (i) through their interactions recursively
regenerate the network of interactions that produced them, and
(ii) realize the network as a unity in the space in which the
components exist by constituting and specifying the unity's
boundaries as a cleavage from the background...' (Varela, 1981,
p. 15) 

The difference between autonomy and autopoiesis is that autopoietic
systems must produce their own components in addition to conserving
their organization. As we shall see later, this difference has played a large
role in the debates over the extent to which social systems can be
characterized as autopoietic. 

This more general class of autonomous systems are defined by their
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organizational closure: 

'That is, their organization is characterized by processes such
that 

the processes are related as a network, so that they
recursively depend on each other in the generation and
realization of the processes themselves, and 

1.

they constitute the system as a unity recognizable in the
space (domain) in which the processes exist.' (Varela, 1979,
p. 55) 

2.

It is important to note that this property of 'closure' does not make
autonomous systems 'closed' in the classic cybernetic sense of 'isolated
from the environment; impervious to environmental influence'. 'Closure'
doesn't mean autonomous systems are unresponsive; it only means that
their changes of state in response to changes in their medium are realized
and propagated solely within the network of processes constituting them
(as they are defined). The difference has more to do with the way a system
is defined than how that system (once defined) operates. A fuller
explanation of this point can be obtained in Varela (1979). 

Domains and Spaces

Another key concept in Maturana and Varela's writings is domain. They
use the term generally to connote a 'realm' or 'sphere' circumscribing: (1)
the relations among observed systems and the unities (medium) with which
they can be observed to engage (e.g., phenomenological domain) or (2) the
foregoing plus all potential states of relation and/or activity among the
given unities (e.g., domain of interactions). 

A domain is a description for the 'world brought forth' -- a circumscription
of experiential flux via reference to current states and possible trajectories.
Maturana and Varela define a number of domains in developing autopoietic
theory's formal aspects into a phenomenological framework: 

Domain of interactions
'...the set of all interactions into which an entity can enter...'
(Maturana & Varela, 1980, p. 8). 

Domain of relations
'...the set of all relations (interactions through the observer) in which
an entity can be observed...' (Ibid.). 

Phenomenological domain
That set of actions and interactions '...defined by the properties of the
unity or unities that constitute it, either singly or collectively through
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their transformations or interactions.'(Varela, 1979, p. 46). 
Cognitive domain

the set of '... all the interactions in which an autopoietic system can
enter without loss of identity...' (Maturana & Varela, 1980, p. 136) An
observer's cognitive domain circumscribes '...all the descriptions
which it can possibly make.' (Op. cit., p. 119). 

Consensual domain
'.. a domain of interlocked (intercalated and mutually triggering)
sequences of states, established and determined through ontogenic
interactions between structurally plastic state-determined systems.'
(Maturana, 1975, p. 316) 

Linguistic domain
'...a consensual domain of communicative interactions in which the
behaviorally coupled organisms orient each other with modes of
behavior whose internal determination has become specified during
their coupled ontogenies.' (Maturana & Varela, 1980, p. 120) 

Maturana and Varela reserve the term space for the context in which
unities are delineated -- a static referential background within which
systems are defined. The only specific 'space' included in basic autopoietic
theory is the physical space -- i.e., the world of matter and energy
addressed by (e.g.) physical sciences. Both Maturana (e.g, 1978a) and
Varela (1979) make allowance for other spaces in which unities can be
discerned, but neither has explicitly delineated examples of autopoiesis in
other spaces. 

The notion of 'domain' is particularly useful in addressing actual systems
(e.g., enterprises). By identifying, delineating, and sorting out the relevant
domains in which enterprises (and their subcomponents) operate, analysis
and planning are greatly facilitated. 

Structural Determination

Structural determination is the principle that the actual course of
change in a systemic entity is controlled by its structure (the totality of
specific components' individual and synergistic properties within the
arrangement by which they constitute the system) rather than direct
influence of its environment. The basic thrust of this principle is that the
behavior of a system is constrained by its constitution, and potential
system changes are circumscribed by: 

the system's range of potential structural transformations 
the set of potential perturbations impinging upon the system 
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Actual change is compensable behavior by the system's structure under
perturbation by the environment and / or other systems in the course of its
operation (cf. 'structural coupling', defined below). While a given
perturbation may 'trigger' a change of system state, the particular change
triggered is a function of the system's own organization and structure.
Since 'structure' refers to any constitutive element of a discerned unity,
structural determination concerns the manner in which observed (-able)
phenomena are explained, not some formalized manner in which those
phenomena objectively occur. As such, structural determination is an
epistemological qualification, not a recourse to materialistic
reductionism. 

Structural determination should not be equated with strict causal
determinism, in which all specific interactions are predetermined. It only
means the space of all possible classes of interactions is determined. For
example, in re-engineering an enterprise, the subject's structure does not
uniquely predict its best new form. However, its structure circumscribes
the range of new forms into which it can evolve without violating its
organization (i.e., ceasing to exist as its current identity). Structural
determination does not constrain the set of interactions in which a system
can be observed to engage -- only the set in which that system can observe
itself to be engaged: 

'If the living system enters into an interaction not prescribed by
its organization, it enters it not as the unit of interactions defined
by this organization ... and this interaction remains outside its
cognitive domain.' (Maturana, 1970, p. 6) 

This point is important to enterprise analysts and (re-)engineers. To the
extent they proceed as observers 'external' to everyday operations, they
engage enterprises at the intersection of the enterprise's domain of
operations and their own domain of analytical activity. The behavior
analysts observe in this 'intersection zone' may not be either
representative of, or defined in accordance with, the domain of enterprise
operations in which it is ordinarily realized. 

Structural Coupling

Given the principle of structural determination, interaction among systems
is explained as '...a history of recurrent interactions leading to the
structural congruence between two (or more) systems' (Maturana &
Varela, 1987, p. 75). Structural coupling is the term for structure-
determined (and structure-determining) engagement of a given unity with
either its environment or another unity. It is '...a historical process leading
to the spatio-temporal coincidence between the changes of state..'
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(Maturana,1975, p. 321) in the participants. As such, structural coupling
has connotations of both coordination and co-evolution. Structural coupling
describes ongoing mutual co-adaptation without allusion to a transfer of
some ephemeral force or information across the boundaries of the engaged
systems. 

Case 1: A System Coupling with its Environment

'If one of the plastic systems is an organism and the other its
medium, the result is ontogenic adaptation of the organism to its
medium: the changes of state of the organism correspond to the
change of state of the medium.' (Maturana, 1975, p. 326) 

'(T)he continued interactions of a structurally plastic system in
an environment with recurrent perturbations will produce a
continual selection of the system's structure. This structure will
determine, on the one hand, the state of the system and its
domain of allowable perturbations, and on the other hand will
allow the system to operate in an environment without
disintegration.' (Varela, 1979, p. 33) 

Case 2: A System Coupling with Another System

'If the two plastic systems are organisms, the result of the
ontogenic structural coupling is a consensual domain.' 
(Maturana, 1975, p. 326) 

A consensual domain is therefore defined as '.. a domain of interlocked
(intercalated and mutually triggering) sequences of states, established and
determined through ontogenic interactions between structurally plastic
state-determined systems.' (Maturana, 1975, p. 316). Because consensual
domains are defined both by the structures of their participants and the
history by which they came to exist, they are not reducible to descriptions
framed only in terms of either: 

'In each interaction the conduct of each organism is
constitutively independent in its generation of the conduct of the
other, because it is internally determined by the structure of the
behaving organism only; but it is for the other organism, while
the chain [of interactions] lasts, a source of compensable
deformations that can be described as meaningful in the context
of the coupled behavior.' (Varela, 1979, pp. 48 - 49) 

Phrased in a slightly different way, the participating systems reciprocally
serve as sources of compensable perturbations for each other. Such
interactions are 'perturbations' in the sense of indirect effect or
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effectuation of change without having penetrated the boundary of the
affected system. They are 'compensable' in the senses that (a) there is a
range of 'compensation' bounded by the limit beyond which each system
ceases to be a functional whole and (b) each iteration of the reciprocal
interaction is affected by the one(s) before. The structurally-coupled
systems ' will have an interlocked history of structural transformations,
selecting each other's trajectories.' (Ibid.) 

The notions of 'structural determination' and 'structural coupling' provide a
basis for analyzing enterprises and their operations in terms of their
general and actual form (i.e., their organization and structure). This
approach maintains a focus on the subject enterprise and minimizes
counterproductive bias toward a priori allusions to abstractions such as
'information flows', 'market forces', and the like. 

Cognition as (Inter-)Activity

'Living systems are cognitive systems, and living as a process is a process
of cognition.' 

(Maturana & Varela, 1980, p. 13) 
We attribute 'cognition' to a system when it is able to discriminate (in
terms of response) among unit phenomena in its medium, synchronically
(at a given moment) and diachronically (over time). The evidence for this
'cognition' is effectiveness of system behavior in response to the dynamics
of its milieu. Today's dominant perspective on cognition is 'cognitivism' --
the idea that effective action is explainable in terms of algorithmic
procedures for manipulating abstracted 'data' with respect to 'knowledge
structures'. This approach is best known from the 'Human Information
Processing' (HIP) school of psychology, artificial intelligence (AI), and the
'cognitive sciences' lying at their intersection. During the last decade,
there has been a growing realization that cognitivism is at best a limited
way of analyzing humans and their interactivity (cf. Winograd & Flores,
1986). 

To Maturana and Varela, cognition is contingent on embodiment, because
this ability to discriminate is a consequence of the organism's specific
structure. From their perspective, cognition is what we attribute to
systems exhibiting flexible and effective changes during structural
coupling. A living system's organization circumscribes a domain of
interactions within which activity relevant (and appropriate) to maintaining
its autopoiesis is manifested. 

'A cognitive system is a system whose organization defines a
domain of interactions in which it can act with relevance to the
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maintenance of itself, and the process of cognition is the actual
(inductive) acting or behaving in this domain.' (Maturana &
Varela, 1980, p. 13) 

Owing to this perspective, the object of cognition (e.g., the 'real world' or
'the environment') is necessarily qualified with respect to the observing
organism. '[F]or every living system, its organization implies a prediction
of a niche, and the niche thus predicted as a domain of classes of
interaction constitutes its entire cognitive reality.' (Maturana & Varela,
1980, p. 11) In later writings, this circumscribed 'cognitive reality' is
usually termed a cognitive domain -- '... all the interactions in which an
autopoietic system can enter without loss of identity...' or, with regard to
the system as an observer, '...the domain of all the descriptions which it
can possibly make.' (Maturana & Varela, 1980, p. 136) 

Cognition in the autopoietic view is no more and no less than a living
system's effective behavior within its domain of interactions. In other
words, cognition is a matter of interacting in the manner(s) in which one is
capable of interacting, not processing what is objectively there to be seen.
In other words, Maturana and Varela do not address cognition in the
currently conventional sense as an internal manipulation of extrinsic
'information' or 'signals', as the cognitivist viewpoint would have us
believe: 

'This would mean that such inputs or outputs are part of the
definition of the system, as in the case of a computer or other
machines that have been engineered. To do this is entirely
reasonable when one has designed a machine whose central
feature is the manner in which we interact with it. The nervous
system (or the organism), however, has not been designed by
anyone... (T)he nervous system does not 'pick up information'
from the environment, as we often hear... The popular metaphor
of calling the brain an 'information-processing device' is not only
ambiguous but patently wrong.' 
(Maturana & Varela, 1987, p. 169) 

A full exploration and analysis of Maturana and Varela's views on cognition
lies well outside the scope of this brief overview. For now, it must suffice to
say that their reinterpretation of cognition grounds cognitive activity in the
embodiment of the actor and the specific context of activity. As such,
autopoietic theory fits very well with current trends toward emphasizing
'contextualization' and 'auto-determination' studies of humans, their
interactions, and their social systems. Varela et al. (1991) provide a recent
extension of these principles into an enactive cognitive science. 
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Languaging

Maturana (1978a) is the key source for autopoietic theory's account of
linguistic interaction. Building from the tenets of structural determinism
and structural coupling, he constructs a model of languaging -- activity in
which interactors mutually orient themselves to each other and to a
subject. In colloquial discussions generally (and cognitivism specifically),
interpersonal communication is typically treated as a 'piping' of
'information' among conversants. This view presumes 'information' is a
quantum commodity, and it shifts the focus of observation from interactors
to a presumed commerce in this commodity. In their book Metaphors We
Live By, Lakoff and Johnson describe this view as a 'conduit metaphor' for
communication, as illustrated below. 

The Conduit Metaphor for Communication (from Whitaker,
1992)

Cognitivistic approaches conventionally treat this commerce as 'instructive
interactions' (Maturana, 1978a) -- interactions in which the 'receiver'
adopts a state determined by the state of the 'sender' as projected via the
'message'. This view of language concentrates on '...a denotative system of
symbolic communication, consisting of words that denote entities
regardless of the domain in which these entities may exist.'(Op. cit., p.50)
Such an approach overlooks the fact that 'Denotation ... requires
agreement -- consensus for the specification of the denotant and the
denoted.' (Ibid.) 

In analyzing actual communication, the prevailing approach is very
problematical. Communication is of interest to the extent of what happens
with or to the person 'receiving' it ('persons' in the case of reciprocal
dialogue or one-to-many broadcasting). Because a quantum 'information'
commodity is not defined with regard to the structure of the interactor(s),
focusing on the 'message' blinds an observer (e.g., an enterprise analyst) to
the actor and her activity during conversation. This leaves the analyst to
wonder about cases in which apparently clear-cut 'messages' were not
'instructive' -- i.e., didn't induce the effect of their content. For example,
meeting participants are often operating with very different views of
topics, intentions, and outcomes. This lack of consensual orientation is
illustrated below. 

Ambiguity in Communication (from Whitaker, 1992)
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Maturana views language as the archetypal illustration of a human
consensual domain. Linguistic interaction is a venue for action, coupling
the cognitive domains of two or more actors. This is reflected in
Maturana's preference for discussing languaging (the act) as opposed to
'language' (a symbolic schema). The primary function of linguistic
interaction is therefore not conveyance of 'information quanta', but the
mutual orientation of the conversants within the consensual domain
realized by their interactivity. 'Communication' becomes a matter of mutual
orientation -- primarily with respect to each other's behavior, and
secondarily (only via the primary orientation) with respect to some subject.
This is extremely important for delimiting the constraints on an observer's
(e.g., an enterprise analysts') analysis of communicative interactions. In
today's conventional (e.g., cognitivistic) approaches, such interaction is
described as a semantic coupling -- a process by which each of the
observed interactors computes the appropriate response state from some
informative input from the other. Maturana warns that this is not
warranted ... 

'(a) because the notion of information is valid only in the
descriptive domain as an expression of the cognitive uncertainty
of the observer, and does not represent any component actually
operant ... and (b) because the changes of state of a [structurally]
determined system, be it autopoietic or not, are determined by
its structure, regardless of whether these changes of state are
adequate or not for some purpose that the observer may consider
applicable.' (Maturana, 1975, p. 322) 

This moves linguistic interaction to a conceptual base whose elements
apply to a much broader range of actors and interactions than symbolic
data. The structural coupling of the participating organisms is the only
operative element -- all other items treated in descriptions of linguistic
behavior are secondary. How, then, can one account for the seemingly
secure framework within which we ordinarily consider conversation to
occur -- shared lexicons, objective meanings, and syntactic conventions?
Maturana claims: (1) such a question is biased in its presumption that such
a framework objectively exists, and (2) such regularities are imposed by an
observer: 

'If recursion is possible in a particular kind of behavior ... a closed
generative domain of behavior is produced. ... What is peculiar about
a language, however, is that this recursion takes place through the
behavior of organisms in a consensual domain. In this context, the
superficial syntactic structure or grammar of a given natural language
can only be a description of the regularities in the concatenation of
the elements of the consensual behavior. ...This superficial syntax can
be any, because its determination is contingent on the history of
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consensual coupling ... (T)he 'universal grammar' of which linguists
speak as the necessary set of underlying rules common to all human
natural languages can refer only to the universality of the process of
recursive structural coupling.' (Maturana, 1978a, p. 52) 

The reclassification of communicational behavior from conceptual
commerce to mutual orientation expands the range of behaviors we may
consider as 'communicative'. The autopoietic view of language is not
constrained to coded symbols for the manner in which interactors couple.
'The richness attained by a language ... depends necessarily both on the
diversity of behaviors that can be generated and distinguished by the
organisms that participate in the consensual domain.' (Op. cit., p. 51) By
disengaging interaction from lexical reference and grammatical
performance, the autopoietic model implicitly allows for all manner of
non-verbal or extra-verbal signalling -- a scope more akin to semiotics than
mainstream linguistics. 

By linking linguistic interaction with structural coupling, the context for
signification (determination of meaning) is unified with the context of the
interaction. This unification 'grounds' context in the individual's
experience, rather than leaving it as a receding horizon of meta-symbolic
determinants. This in turn unifies the two senses of 'context'-- determinant
of linguistic 'meaning' and relevant situational background. This affords
autopoietic theory a sound basis for addressing the context-dependent
aspects of actual interactions. 

Enaction

Autopoietic theory's formal tenets provide us with novel means for
explaining cognition. However, the ongoing processual flow of cognition is
not captured, even though (as a process) its basic mechanisms are
described. These mechanisms are outlined with regard to a space of
realization and the manifest topology by which an autonomous system is
distinguished from the ambient. The next step is to delve into the
observing system's phenomenology -- 'the domain of all the phenomena
defined in the interactions of a class of unities' (Maturana & Varela, 1987,
p. 253, emphasis added). To address the phenomenology of everyday life
one must shift the focus to those interactions through which lived
experience is realized. 

In their 1991 book The Embodied Mind, Varela, Evan Thompson and
Eleanor Rosch bring phenomenological concerns into the world of
cognitive science. Their goal is to incorporate everyday experience into the
scope of studies which have heretofore addressed cognition solely in terms
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of disembodied rational processes, circumscribed by abstract conceptual
elements purported to mirror an objective milieu. Their enquiry begins
with noting a fundamental circularity affecting all such investigations --
the mind reflecting on the world is itself dependent on its structure (its
biological base), and knowledge of that structure is mediated by the mind.
Another way to describe this is that any categorical statement about 'the
world' and / or 'the mind' is made by an enquirer (observer), who remains
outside the scope of the enquiry. This 'standing apart' excludes the
observing enquirer from the phenomenon she studies, even though her
enquiry is conducted on the basis of that selfsame phenomenon. 

Varela et al. proceed from the assumption that experience necessarily
predates and underpins enquiry. To overcome the 'fundamental circularity'
requires an explanation for how lived experience forms the foundation for
description of mind, world (as experienced), and the relation(s) between
them -- not the other way around. The current obstacle to such an
explanation is the long-standing philosophical war over the mind-body
problem. Varela et al. redefine the focus of this debate by saying, '...the
mind-body question need not be, What is the ontological relation between
body and mind, regardless of anyone's experience? -- but rather, What are
the relations of body and mind in actual experience ... how do these
relations develop, [and] what forms can they take?' (p. 30). These relations
are to be discerned with respect to the course of experiential enaction
because '...the body and mind relation is known in terms of what it can do.'
(p. 30). 

Maintaining a focus on experience as action allows inspection and
reflection on the manner in which 'mind' and 'body' reciprocally engage to
consummate experience. The authors reject the Cartesian dualism which
has forced Western philosophers to choose between either mind or body as
the fundament for the other prior to addressing experience. They term this
malaise Cartesian anxiety -- an overwhelming desire for some fixed
ontological reference point, and a corresponding dread of the chaos
presumed to be the only alternative. This fetish for fixity motivates
acceptance of any 'fundament' for philosophizing, be it the world or a
model objectively mirroring it (realism), or the subject's inner
consciousness (idealism). Such binary absolutism delineates the dilemma
for cognitive science -- these extremes '...both take representation as their
central notion: in the [realist] case representation is used to recover what
is outer; in the [idealist] case it is used to project what is inner.' (p. 172) 

Varela, Thompson and Rosch then outline what they see as the positions
evidenced in the dominant cognitive science paradigm (cognitivism) and
the recently ascendant interest in connectionism. They outline their
enactive perspective as a third alternative, contrasted with the other two.
A summary comparison of the three perspectives is given in the table
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below. 

THE THREE TRADITIONS OF COGNITIVE SCIENCE
(Based on Varela, Thompson & Rosch, 1991)

COGNITIVISM
 EMERGENCE
(Connectionism)

ENACTIVE

METAPHOR
FOR MIND 

Digital 
computer

Parallel
distributed
network 

???
inseparable
from
experience and
world

METAPHOR
FOR
COGNITION:

 Symbol
processing 

Emergence of
global states

Ongoing
Interaction
within the
medium

THE WORLD
IN RELATION
TO US:

Separate
Objective

Representable
(in Symbols)

Separate
Objective

Representable (in
patterns of
network
activation)

Engaged
'Brought forth'

Presentable
(through
action)

MIND VS:
BODY/WORLD:

Separable
Cartesian
dualism -- 
(mind and
body
hermetically
sealed
from each
other) 

Separable
Epiphenomenal
dualism--
(mind related to
body and
world via
emergence) 

Inseparable
Phenomenology
--
(mind and
world
enacted in
history
of interactions)

EXPONENTS:
(cf.  Figure 1.1,
p. 7, in Varela,
Thompson &
Rosch (1991))

Simon, Newell,
Chomsky,
Fodor, Pylyshyn

Rumelhart,
McClelland,
Dennett,
Hofstadter

Maturana,
Lakoff, 
Rorty, Piaget,
Dreyfus

The cognitivist and connectionist paradigms remain subject to the
theoretical limitations outlined earlier. As a result, Varela, Thompson and
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Rosch suggest creation of an enactive cognitive science based on three
principles: 

Addressing commonsense action through '...treating context-
dependent know-how not as a residual artifact that can be
progressively eliminated by the discovery of more sophisticated rules
but as, in fact, the very essence of creative cognition.' (p. 148) 
Embracing the hermeneutic viewpoint that '...knowledge depends on
being in a world that is inseparable from our bodies, our language,
and our social history -- in short, from our embodiment. ' (p. 149) 
Carrying forth autopoietic theory's idea of cognition as interaction /
coupling, where '...knowledge is the result of an ongoing
interpretation that emerges from our capacities of understanding ...
rooted in the structures of our biological embodiment but ... lived and
experienced within a domain of consensual action and cultural
history.' (p. 149) This is the position of cognition as embodied action --
where '..cognition depends upon the kinds of experience that come
from having a body with various sensorimotor capacities ...
themselves embedded in a more encompassing biological,
psychological, and cultural context.' (p. 173). 

Summary

Autopoietic theory provides a rigorous theoretical basis for addressing
people and the social systems in which they participate. Because the
theory proceeds from formal specifications on systemic unities, its
tenets can conceivably be applied to both. Owing to the extent of
Maturana and Varela's expansion of the core concepts to describe a
phenomenology of living systems, the theory's scope is relatively broad.
This permits researchers to apply its principles across a broader range
of subject phenomena than is the case for other current approaches.
Because it is rooted in a formal analysis of living systems and cognition,
the theory can support research focusing on individual subjects and
their activities within an enterprise (e.g., workflow analyses, human
factors / HCI analyses of specific information system users). Because
the theory includes an explanation for linguistic interaction, it can
support research focusing on enterprise social interactions and
communications (e.g., ethnographic studies; qualitative research). The
more recent focus on enaction initiated in The Embodied Mind has
moved autopoietic theory's focus forward from formal models to
dynamic phenomenology. 
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 Having completed this overview, it should be clearer to you how
autopoietic theory intrinsically supports attention to the three
emergent themes in current studies of cognition, interaction, and social
systems: systemic perspective, auto-determination, and
contextualization. The first occurs by definition, the second by focus,
and the third by the manner in which Maturana and Varela lay out the
phenomenological aspects of the theory. 
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REFERENCES

I am not a linguist, I am a biologist. Therefore, I shall speak about
language as a biologist, and address myself to two basic biological
questions, namely: 

What processes must take place in an organism for it to establish a
linguistic domain with another organism? 

1.

What processes take place in a linguistic interaction that permit an
organism (us) to describe and to predict events that it may
experience? 

2.

This is my way of honoring the memory of Eric H. Lenneberg, if one honors
the memory of another scientist by speaking about one's own work
Whatever the case, I wish to honor his memory not only because of his
great accomplishments, but also because he was capable of inspiring his
students, as the symposium on which this book is based revealed. The only
way I can do this is to accept the honor of presenting my views about
biology, language, and reality. 

I shall, accordingly, speak about language as a biologist. In doing so, I shall
use language, notwithstanding that this use of language to speak about
language is within the core of the problem I wish to consider. 

. 

EPISTEMOLOGY

Since I am writing about language as a scientist attempting to address
myself to the biological phenomena involved in its generation and use, I
shall make the following epistemological assumptions in order to
characterize the language I shall use. 

. 

Science

We as scientists make scientific statements. These statements are validated
by the procedure we use to generate them: the scientific method. This
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method can be described as involving the following operations: (a)
observation of a phenomenon that, henceforth, is taken as a problem to be
explained; (b) proposition of an explanatory hypothesis in the form of a
deterministic system that can generate a phenomenon isomorphic with the
one observed, (c) proposition of a computed state or process in the system
specified by the hypothesis as a predicted phenomenon to be observed; and
(d) observation of the predicted phenomenon. 

In the first operation, the observer specifies a procedure of observation
that, in turn, specifies the phenomenon that he or she will attempt to
explain. In the second, the observer proposes a conceptual or concrete
system as a model of the system that he or she assumes generates the
observed phenomenon. In the third, the observer uses the proposed model
to compute a state or a process that he or she proposes as a predicted
phenomenon to be observed in the modeled system. Finally, in the ,fourth
operation he or she attempts to observe the predicted phenomenon as a
case in the modeled system. If the observer succeeds in making this second
observation, he or she then maintains that the model has been validated
and that the system under study is in that respect isomorphic to it and
operates accordingly. Granted all the necessary constraints for the
specification of the model, and all the necessary attempts to deny the
second observations as controls, this is all that the scientific method
permits. 

This we all know. Yet we are seldom aware that an observation is the
realization of a series of operations that entail an observer as a system
with properties that allow him or her to perform these operations, and,
hence, that the properties of the observer, by specifying the operations that
he or she can perform determine the observer's domain of possible
observations. Nor are we usually aware that, because only those
statements that we generate as observers through the use of the scientific
method are scientific statements, science is necessarily a domain of
socially accepted operational statements validated by a procedure that
specifies the observer who generates them as the standard observer who
can perform the operations required for their generation. In other words,
we are not usually aware that science is a closed cognitive domain in which
all statements are, of necessity, subject dependent, valid only in the domain
of interactions in which the standard observer exists and operates. As
observers we generally take the observer for granted and, by accepting his
universality by implication, ascribe many of the invariant features of our
descriptions that depend on the standard observer to a reality that is
ontologically objective and independent of us. Yet the power of science
rests exactly on its subject dependent nature, which allows us to deal with
the operative domain in which we exist. It is only when we want to
consider the observer as the object of our scientific inquiry, and we want to
understand both what he does when he makes scientific statements and
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how these statements are operationally effective, that we encounter a
problem if we do not recognize the subject dependent nature of science.
Therefore, since I want to give a scientific description of the observer as a
system capable of descriptions (language), I must take the subject
dependent nature of science as my starting point. 

  

Explanation

As scientists, we want to provide explanations for the phenomena we
observe. That is, we want to propose conceptual or concrete systems that
can be deemed to be intentionally isomorphic to (models of) the systems
that generate the observed phenomena. In fact, an explanation is always
an intended reproduction or reformulation of a system or phenomenon,
addressed by one observer to another, who must accept it or reject it by
admitting or denying that it is a model of the system or phenomenon to be
explained. Accordingly, we say that a system or a phenomenon has been
scientifically explained if a standard observer accepts that the relations or
processes that define it as a system or phenomenon of a particular class
have been intentionally reproduced, conceptually or concretely. 

Two basic operations must be performed by an observer in any
explanation: (a) the specification (and distinction thereof) of the system
(composite unity) or phenomenon to be explained; and (b) the identification
and distinction of the components and the relations between components
that permit the conceptual or concrete reproduction of the system or
phenomenon to be explained. Since these two operations are not
independent, when the observer specifies a system or phenomenon to be
explained he or she defines the domain in which it exists and determines
the domain of its possible components and their relations; conversely,
when the observer specifies the actual components and relations that he or
she intends to use in the explanation, he or she determines the domain in
which this will be given and in which the reproduced system will exist. Yet
the kind of explanation that an observer accepts depends on his or her a
priori criteria for the validation of his or her statements. Thus the observer
may accept either a mechanistic or a vitalistic explanation. 

In a mechanistic explanation, the observer explicitly or implicitly accepts
that the properties of the system to be explained are generated by
relations of the components of the system and are not to be found among
the properties of those components. The same applies to the mechanistic
explanation of a phenomenon, in which case the observer explicitly or
implicitly accepts that the characteristics of the phenomenon to be
explained result from the relations of its constitutive processes, and are
not to be found among the characteristics of these processes. Contrariwise,
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in a vitalistic explanation, the observer explicitly or implicitly assumes that
the properties of the system, or the characteristics of the phenomenon to
be explained, are to be found among the properties or among the
characteristics of at least one of the components or processes that
constitute the system or phenomenon. In a mechanistic explanation the
relations between components are necessary; in a vitalistic explanation
they are superfluous. An example of a mechanistic explanation is: The
weight of a body is the sum of the weight of its components. The relation
sum, applied to the components as defined by their property weight,
determines the property weight of the body. Example of a vitalistic
explanation: Jacques Monod said in Le Hasard et la N&eacutecessité
(1970) "L'ultima ratio de toutes les structures et performances
t&eacutel&eacuteonomiques des &ecirctre vivants est donc
enferm&eacutee dans les sequences de radicaux des fibres
polipeptidiques, 'embryons' de ces d&eacutemons de Maxwell biologiques
que vent le prot&eacuteines globulaires. En un sense tr&egraves
r&eacuteel c'est à ce niveau d'organization chimique que g&icirct s'il y a
en a un, le secre de la vie [p. 110]." [The ultima ratio of all telenomic
structures and functions of living systems is, then, embeded in the amino
acidic sequence of the polypeptide chains that truly constitute embryos of
Maxwell's biological demons that are the globular proteins. It is at this
level of chemical organization that in a very real sense lies, if there is any,
the secret of life.] This statement answers the question -- What kinds of
systems are living systems? -- by reference to the properties of one of their
components. 

In a mechanistic explanation the observer explicitly or implicitly
distinguishes between a system and its components, treating the system
and the components as operationally different kinds of unities that belong
to disjoint sets that generate nonintersecting phenomenic domains. The
relation of correspondence between the phenomenal domain generated by
a system and the phenomenal domain generated by its components, which
an observer may assert after enuciating a mechanistic explanation, is,
therefore, established by the observer through his or her independent
interactions with the system and with its components and does not indicate
a phenomenal reduction of one domain to another. If it appears as if there
were a phenomenal reduction, it is because in the description all
phenomena are represented in the same domain, and, unless care is taken
to preserve it, the relation established through the observer is lost. The
reality described through mechanistic explanations, then, implies the
possibility of an endless generation of nonintersecting phenomenal
domains as a result of the recursive constitution (organization) of new
classes of unities through the recursive novel combinations of unities
already defined. For epistemological reasons, then, mechanistic
explanations are intrinsically nonreductionist. 
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With vitalistic explanations, the situation is the contrary: They do not
distinguish between the phenomenal domain generated by a unity and the
phenomenal domain generated by its components. The reality described
through vitalistic explanations is, necessarily, a reality of a finite number of
phenomenal domains. For epistemological reasons, then, vitalistic
explanations are intrinsically reductionist. 

Operational Characteristics of a Mechanistic Explanation

Observer
An observer is a human being, a person, a living system who can make
distinctions and specify that which he or she distinguishes as a unity,
as an entity different from himself or herself that can be used for
manipulations or descriptions in interactions with other observers. An
observer can make distinctions in actions and thoughts, recursively,
and is able to operate as if he or she were external to (distinct from)
the circumstances in which the observer finds himself or herself.
Everything said is said by an observer to another observer who can be
himself or herself. 

Unity
A unity is an entity, concrete or conceptual, dynamic or static, specified by
operations of distinction that delimit it from a background and
characterized by the properties that the operations of distinction assign to
it. A unity may be defined by an observer either as being simple or as
composite. If defined as simple, the properties assigned to the unity by the
operations of distinction that specify it are supposed to be constitutive, and
no question about their origin arises. If the unity is defined as composite, it
is assumed that it has components that may be specified through additional
operations of distinction, and that it is realized as a unity by an
organization that determines its properties through determining those
relations between its components that specify the domain in which it can
be treated as simple. 

Organization
This word comes from the Greek term organon, which means
"instrument"; by making reference to the instrumental participation of
the components in the constitution of a composite unity, it refers to
the relations between components that define and specify a system as
a composite unity of a particular class, and determine its properties as
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such a unity. Hence, the organization of a composite unity specifies
the class of entities to which it belongs. It follows that the concept or
generic name that we use to refer to a class of entities points to the
organization of the composite unities that are members of the class.
From the cognitive point of view, then, it also follows that, in order to
define or identify a system as a composite unity of a particular class, it
is necessary and sufficient to state (or to point to) its organization; a
mechanistic explanation is an explicit or implicit subject dependent
statement that entails, or describes, the organization of a system. 

Structure
This word comes from the Latin verb struere, which means to build;
by making reference to the processes of construction, as well as to the
components of a composite unity, it refers to the actual components
and to the actual relations that these must satisfy in their
participation in the constitution of a given composite unity. An
observer may recognize a known system by identifying some of its
components, but he or she cannot define or characterize an unknown
system merely by pointing to its structure -- the observer must state
its organization. 

Organization and structure, therefore, are not synonyms. The
organization of a system defines it as a composite unity and
determines its properties as such a unity by specifying a domain in
which it can interact (and, hence, be observed) as an unanalyzable
whole endowed with constitutive properties. The properties of a
composite unity as an unanalyzable whole establish a space in which
it operates as a simple unity. In contrast, the structure of a system
determines the space in which it exists as a composite unity that can
be perturbed through the interactions of its components, but the
structure does not determine its properties as an unity. An
unanalyzable unity can be designated by a name and identified by a
concept that refers to the constellation of properties that define it, but
it has no organization or structure. A simple unity has only a
constellation of properties; it is a fundamental entity that exists in the
space that these properties establish. it follows that spatially
separated composite unities (systems) may have the same
organization but different structures, and that a composite unity
remains the same only as long as its organization remains invariant.
Whenever the structure of an entity changes so that its organization
as a composite unity changes, the identity of the entity changes and it
becomes a different composite unity -- a unity of a different class to
which we apply a different name. Whenever the structure of a
composite unity changes and its organization remains invariant, the
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identity of the entity remains the same and the unity stays unchanged
as a member of its original class; we do not change its name. It
follows that whenever a system is to be explained, it is necessary and
sufficient to reproduce its organization. Yet when a particular system
is to be reproduced, both its organization and its structure must be
reproduced. 

Property
A property is a characteristic of a unity specified and defined by an
operation of distinction. Pointing to a property, therefore, always
implies an observer. 

Space
Space is the domain of all the possible interactions of a collection of
unities (simple, or composite that interact as unities) that the
properties of these unities establish by specifying its dimensions. It
can be said, of a composite unity on the one hand, that it exists in the
space that its components specify as unities because it interacts
through the properties of its components, and, on the other hand, that
it is realized as a unity in the space that its properties as a simple
unity specify. Once a unity is defined, a space is specified. 

Interaction
Whenever two or more unities, through the interplay of their properties,
modify their relative position in the space that they specify, there is an
interaction. Whenever two or more composite unities are treated as simple,
they are seen to be realized and to interact in the space that they specify
as simple unities; however, if they are treated as composites unities, then
they are seen to interact through the properties of their components and to
exist in the space that these specify. 

Structure-Determined Systems [1]

These systems undergo only changes determined by their organization and
structure that are either changes of state (defined as changes of structure
without toss of identity) or disintegration (defined as changes of structure
with loss of identity). For these systems it is necessarily the case that: (a)
they may undergo only interactions that either perturb them by triggering
in them structural changes that lead to changes of state or disintegrate
them by triggering in them structural changes that lead to their loss of
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identity; (b) the changes of state they undergo as a result of perturbing
interactions are not specified by the properties of the perturbing entities,
which only trigger them; (c) the structural changes they undergo as a
result of disintegrating interactions are not specified by the properties or
the disintegrating entity, which only trigger them; and (d) their structure,
by specifying which relations must arise between their components as a
result of their interactions in order to initiate their triggered changes of
state, specifies the configuration of properties that an entity must have in
order to interact with them and operate either as a perturbing or as a
disintegrating agent. 

The organization and structure of a structure-determined system,
therefore, continuously determine: (a) the domain of states of the system,
by specifying the states that it may adopt in the course of its internal
dynamics or as a result of its interactions; (b) its domain of perturbations,
by specifying the matching configurations of properties of the medium that
may perturb it; and (c) its domain of disintegration, by specifying all the
configurations of properties of the medium that may trigger its
disintegration. 

If the state a system adopts as a result of an interaction were specified by
the properties of the entity with which it interacts, then the interaction
would be an instructive interaction. Systems that undergo instructive
interactions cannot be analyzed by a scientific procedure. In fact, all
instructable systems would adopt the same state under the same
perturbations and would necessarily be indistinguishable to a standard
observer If two systems can be distinguished by a standard observer, it is
because they adopt different states under what he or she would otherwise
consider identical perturbations and are not instructable systems. The
scientific method allows us to deal only with systems whose structural
changes can be described as determined by the relations and interactions
of their components, and which, therefore, operate as structure-
determined systems. Structure-determined systems do not undergo
instructive interactions. In these circumstances, any description of an
interaction in terms of instructions (or of information transfer) is, at best,
metaphorical; it does not reflect the actual operation of the systems
involved as objects of scientific description and study. Consequently, every
scientific assertion is a statement that necessarily implies a structure
determined system proposed by the standard observer as a model of the
structure-determined system that he or she assumes to be responsible for
his or her observations. For epistemological reasons, then, scientific
predictions are computations of state trajectories in structure determined
systems, and chance or indeterminism enter in scientific assertions only as
computational artifices used in models that assume object systems that
cannot be observed in detail, not as a reflection of an ontological
necessity. 
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Structural coupling

For an observer, the organization and structure of a structure determined
system determine both its domain of states and its domain of perturbations
as collections of realizable possibilities. This is so because an observer can
imagine, for any structure-determined system that he or she conceives or
describes, different state trajectories arising from correspondingly
different sequences of perturbations by imagining the system under
different circumstances of interactions. Yet what in fact occurs during the
ontogeny (individual history) of any particular structure-determined system
is that the structure of the medium in which it interacts and, hence, exists,
and which, in this respect, operates as an independent dynamic system
even while changing as a result of the interactions, provides the actual
historical sequence of perturbations that, in fact, selects which of the
imaginable possible state trajectories of the system indeed takes place. If
the structure of the medium that matches the domain of perturbations of
the structure-determined system is redundant or recurrent, then the
structure determined system undergoes recurrent perturbations; if the
structure of the medium is in continuous change, then the structure-
determined system undergoes continuously changing perturbations; finally,
if the matching structure of the medium changes as a result of the
operation of the structure determined system, then this system undergoes
changingperturbations that are coupled to its own state trajectory. Now, if
a structure determined system, as a result of its interactions, undergoes
changes of state that involve structural changes in its components (and not
only in their relations), then I say that the system has a second-order
plastic structure, and that it undergoes plastic interactions. When this is
the case, the plastic interactions that such a system undergoes select in it
trajectories of second order structural changes that result in the
transformation of both its domain of states and its domain of perturbations.
The outcome of the continued interactions of a structurally plastic system
in a medium with redundant or recurrent structure, therefore, may be the
continued selection in the system of a structure that determines in it a
domain of states and a domain of perturbations that allow it to operate
recurrently in its medium without disintegration. I call this process
"structural coupling." If the medium is also a structurally plastic system,
then the two plastic systems may become reciprocally structurally coupled
through their reciprocal selection of plastic structural changes during their
history of interactions. In such a case, the structurally plastic changes of
state of one system become perturbations for the other, and vice versa, in a
manner that establishes an interlocked, mutually selecting, mutually
triggering domain of state trajectories. 
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LIVING AND NERVOUS SYSTEMS

Living System: Autopoiesis [2]

Living systems are autonomous entities, even though they depend on a
medium for their concrete existence and material interchange; all the
phenomena related to them depend on the way their autonomy is realized.
A perusal of present-day biochemical knowledge reveals that this
autonomy is the result of their organization as systems in continuous
self-production. This organization in terms of self-production can be
characterized as follows. 

There is a class of dynamic systems that are realized, as unities, as
networks of productions (and disintegrations] of components that: (a)
recursively participate through their interactions in the realization of the
network of productions (and disintegrations) of components that produce
them; and (b) by realizing its boundaries, constitute this network of
productions (and disintegrations) of components as a unity in the space
they specify and in which they exist. Francisco Varela and I called such
systems autopoietic systems, and autopoietic organization their
organization (Maturana & Varela, 1973). An autopoietic system that exists
in physical space is a living system (or, more correctly, the physical space is
the space that the components of living systems specify and in which they
exist) (Maturana, 1975). 

In this characterization of the organization of living systems, nothing is
stipulated about their structure, which can be any form that satisfies it.
Also, nothing is said about the medium in which an autopoietic system may
exist, or about its interactions or material interchanges with the medium,
which can be any that satisfy the constraints imposed by the actual
structure through which the autopoiesis is realized. In fact, to the extent
that an autopoietic system is defined as a unity by its autopoiesis, the only
constitutive constraint that it must satisfy is that all its state trajectories
lead to autopoiesis; otherwise it disintegrates. Therefore, an autopoietic
system, while autopoietic, is a closed dynamic system in which all
phenomena are subordinated to its autopoiesis and all its states are states
in autopoiesis. This conclusion has several fundamental consequences. 

Autonomy
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Autopoietic closure is the condition for autonomy in autopoietic
systems in general. In living systems in particular, autopoietic closure
is realized through a continuous structural change under conditions of
continuous material interchange with the medium. Accordingly, since
thermodynamics describes the constraints that the entities that
specify the physical space impose on any system they may compose,
autopoietic closure in living systems does not imply the violation of
these constraints, but constitutes a particular mode of realization of
autopoiesis in a space in which thermodynamic constraints are valid.
As a result, a structurally plastic living system either operates as a
structurally determined homeostatic system that maintains invariant
its organization under conditions of continuous structural change, or
it disintegrates. 

Phenomenal Distinctions
As I stated when discussing the notion of explanation, a scientist must
distinguish two phenomenal domains when observing a composite unity (a)
the phenomenal domain proper to the components of the unity, which is
the domain in which all the interactions of the components take place; and
(b) the phenomenal domain proper to the unity, which is the domain
specified by the interactions of the composite unity as a simple unity. If the
composite unity is a living system, the first phenomenal domain, in which
the interactions of the components are described with respect to the living
system that they constitute, is the domain of physiological phenomena; the
second phenomenal domain, in which a living system is seen as if it were a
simple unity that interacts with the components of the environment in
which its autopoiesis is realized, is the domain of behavioral phenomena.
Accordingly, from the point of view of the description of behavior, a living
system interacts as a simple unity in the space it specifies through its
interactions as a unity and changes its relations with the components of its
environment as a result of these interactions; from the point of view of
physiology, the components of the living system interact with each other
and or with elements of the medium in their space, and as a result, their
structure and or reciprocal relations change. For the observer who beholds
simultaneously both phenomenal domains, however, the changes in the
relations of the components appear as changes in state in the living system
that modify its properties and, hence, its interactions in its environment --
all of which he or she describes by saying that the physiology of the
organism generates its behavior. Yet, since these two phenomenal domains
do not intersect, the relations that an observer may establish between the
phenomena of one and the phenomena of the other do not constitute a
phenomenal reduction, and the generative operational dependency of
behavior on physiology that the observer asserts in this manner does not
imply a necessary correspondence between them. Accordingly, in no
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particular case can the phenomena of one domain be deduced from the
phenomena of the other prior to the observation of their actual generative
dependency. The implicative relation that an observer can use a posteriori
to describe an observed generative dependency existing between a
particular behavior and a particular physiological phenomenon is
necessarily contingent on the particular structure of the living system
which, at the moment of observation, determines the changes of state that
the observer sees as behavior. Therefore, the implicative relation used by
the observer in his description is not a logical implication as would be the
case if behavioral and physiological phenomena belonged to the same
phenomenal domain. The result is that, in order to explain a given behavior
of a living system, the observer must explain the generation and
establishment of the particular structures of the organism and of the
environment that make such behavior possible at the moment it occurs. 

Adaptation
The history of structural change without loss of identity in an
autopoietic unity is its ontogeny. The coupling of the changing
structure of a structurally plastic autopoietic unity to the changing
structure of the medium is called ontogenic adaptation. The history of
successively produced, historically connected unities generated
through sequential reproductive steps is evolution. The coupling of
the changing structures of the sequentially generated unities to a
changing medium is called evolutionary adaptation. 

Ontogenic and evolutionary adaptations in living systems arise
through the selection of the structures that permit the autopoiesis of
the living system in the medium in which it exists. In both cases,
selection takes place as a differential structural realization that
results from the operational confrontation of systems endowed with
independently determined domains of structural diversity and
plasticity. In the case of the evolution all the structural diversity of
living systems, available for selection is produced in them in parallel,
through each reproductive step, as a result of their genetic properties,
and the selection takes place as differential survival or differential
reproductive success. In the case of ontogenic changes, the structural
diversity of living systems available for selection is present, at any
instant, in the domain of perturbations of each living system, and
selection takes place during the history of each individual according
to the sequence of perturbations provided by the medium. No example
of evolutionary selection is needed. As examples of ontogenic
selection the following two are presently adequate: 

In vertebrates, specific immunity responses result from the1.
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differential multiplication of cells capable of producing
antibodies when the organism is confronted with antigens that
select, through differential triggering, which cells multiply
(Edelman, 1975). 
The consolidation of bone lamelli following the lines of stress is a
result of the preferential reabsorption of lamelli that are not
under stress from a domain of lamelli otherwise in continuous
turnover and initially deposited with no preferential relation to
stress (J. Y. Lettvin, personal communication, 1976). 

2.

Adaptation, then, is always a trivial expression of the structural
coupling of a structurally plastic system to a medium. Adaptation
always results from sequences of interactions of a plastic system in its
medium that trigger in the plastic system structural changes or
changes of state that, at any instant, select in it a structure that either
matches (is homomorphic to) the structure of the medium in which it
operates (interacts or behaves) as such a system, or disintegrate it. It
follows that, in the operation of living systems as autopoietic unities in
a medium, the coincidence between a given structure of the medium
(place in the medium) and a given structure in the living system is
always the result of the history of their mutual interactions, while
both operate as independent, structurally determined systems.
Furthermore, as a result of the structural coupling that takes place
during such a history, history becomes embodied both in the structure
of the living system and in the structure of the medium, even though
both systems necessarily, as structure-determined systems, always
operate in the present through locally determined processes.
Therefore, although from the cognitive point of view adequate
behavior as a case of adaptation cannot be understood without
reference to history and context, from the operational point of view
adequate behavior is only an expression of a structural matching in
the present between organism and medium, in which history does not
participate as an operative component. History is necessary to explain
how a given system or phenomenon came to be, but it does not
participate in the explanation of the operation of the system or
phenomenon in the present. 

Selection
Although the result of selection, whether through evolution or
ontogeny, is structural coupling (because what is selected is always a
structure), selection takes place through the operational
confrontations of a composite system in the medium in which it
interacts as a simple unity through the properties of its components.
Thus, it is the differential effectiveness of the actual operation of
different structures of different organisms of the same kind in parallel
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existence, or of the same organism in different instances of its
individual history, that constitutes the process of selection in living
systems. Accordingly, selection always takes place in a domain
orthogonal to (different from) the domain of existence of that which is
selected. It is this feature of the process of selection that enables an
observer to claim that selection takes place through the functional
value of the structures selected, giving with this judgment, a
posteriori, the misleading impression that what takes place in
selection is a semantic coupling that allows for an infinity of structural
realizations. In other words, although the metaphorical description in
functional (semantic) terms is useful for referring to the orthogonal
relation between the domains in which the selective interactions take
place and in which the selected structures exist, the result is
structural coupling, because the operational effectiveness of the
selected system depends exclusively on the unique correspondence
thus obtained between its structure and the structure of its medium.
Furthermore, it is also this feature of the process of selection that
allows for the diversity of sequential or simultaneous structural
couplings that may take place during evolutionary or ontogenic
adaptation. if the organization of a system is homeostatically
maintained invariant, as occurs in autopoietic systems, adaptation is
the homeostatic clamping through behavior (the actual operation of
the autopoietic system in its medium) of the structural coupling of a
system (ontogeny) or of a succession of systems (evolution) to their
static or changing medium. 

Nervous System: Neuronal Network

The nervous system is a network of interacting neurons that generates a
phenomenology of neuronal interactions subservient to the autopoiesis of
the organism in which it is embedded and of which it is a component.
Therefore, in order to explain the nervous system as a system, it is
necessary and sufficient to point to the organization that defines a
neuronal network that generates its phenomenology of neuronal
interactions as a constitutive component of an autopoietic system, such as
a metazoan. 

Such organization can be described as follows. The nervous system is
defined as a system (a unity) by relations that constitute it as a closed
network of interacting neurons such that any change in the state of
relative activity of a collection of its component neurons always leads to a
change in the state of relative activity of other (or the same collection of)
neurons: All changes in relative neuronal activity in the nervous system
always lead to other changes in relative neuronal activity in it. With
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respect to its dynamics of states, the nervous system is a closed system.A
closed neuronal network does not have input or output surfaces as features
of its organization, and, although it can be perturbed through the
interactions of its components, for it, in its operation as a system, there are
only states or changes of states of relative neuronal activity, regardless of
what the observer may say about their origin. Given a closed system, inside
and outside exist only for the observer who beholds it, not for the system.
The sensory and effector surfaces that an observer can describe in an
actual organism do not make the nervous system an open neuronal
network, because the environment where the observer stands acts only as
an intervening element through which the effector and sensory neurons
interact, completing the closure of the network. This organization of the
nervous system has several fundamental consequences. 

Closure
If an observer of a nervous system, either experimentally or
conceptually, were to stand in a synaptic cleft, and if while observing
the pre- and post-synaptic surfaces he were to describe the transfer
properties of the system thus obtained in terms of input and output
relations, he would describe an open network not a nervous system.
This is what, in fact, happens when an observer describes the
organism as a system that has independent sensory and effector
surfaces for its interactions with the environment. By doing this, the
observer opens the nervous system and destroys its organization,
leaving another system organized as an open network that one can
describe in terms of hierarchical transfer functions that are relevant
only for the system of references that the observer introduces when
he or she describes the changes of state of the nervous system by
mapping them on the changes of state of the environment (observable
medium). As a closed neuronal network, however, the nervous system
operates only by generating relations of relative neuronal activity
determined by its structure, not by the environmental circumstances
that may trigger changes of state in it. 

Behavior
The observer sees as behavior, or conduct, the changing relations and
interactions of an organism with its environment, which appear to him or
her to be determined by sequences of changes of state generated in the
organism by sequences of changes of state in its nervous system.
Furthermore, the observer can, with no difficulty, describe any given
behavior or conduct in purposeful (functional or semantic) terms that
reflect the value or role that the observer ascribes to it in reference to the
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realization of the autopoiesis of the organism. Yet it is also apparent to the
observer that, since the nervous system is a structure-determined system,
the sequence of changing relations of relative neuronal activity that
appears to him or her as determining a given behavior is not determined
by any functional or semantic value that he or she may ascribe to such a
behavior, but that, on the contrary, it is necessarily determined by the
structure of the nervous system at the moment at which the behavior is
enacted. 

An example may clarify this situation. Let us consider what happens in
instrumental flight. The pilot is isolated from the outside world; all he can
do is manipulate the instruments of the plane according to a certain path
of change in their readings. When the pilot comes out of the plane,
however, his wife and friends embrace him with Joy and tell him: "What a
wonderful landing you made; we were afraid, because of the heavy fog."
But the pilot answers in surprise: "Flight? Landing? What do you mean? I
did not fly or land; I only manipulated certain internal relations of the
plane in order to obtain a particular sequence of readings in a set of
instruments." All that took place in the plane was determined by the
structure of the plane and the pilot, and was independent of the nature of
the medium that produced the perturbations compensated for by the
dynamics of states of the plane: flight and landing are irrelevant for the
internal dynamics of the plane. However, from the point of view of the
observer, the internal dynamics of the plane results in a flight only if in that
respect the structure of the plane matches the structure of the medium;
otherwise it does not, even if in the nonmatching medium the internal
dynamics of states of the plane is indistinguishable from the internal
dynamics of states the plane under observed flight. It follows that since the
dynamics of states of an organism, or of a nervous system, or of any
dynamic system, is always determined by the structure of the system,
adequate behavior is necessarily only the result of a structural matching
between organism (dynamic system) and medium. 

Coupling
The presence of a nervous system in a living system does not entail a
change in the nature of the operation of the living system as a structure
determined autopoietic unity; it implies only an enlargement of the domain
of possible states of the living system through the inclusion of structure
determined relations of relative neuronal activity in the autopoietic
network. The observable effectiveness that the relations of relative
neuronal activity have for the realization of the autopoiesis of a given
organism in its medium is the result of the structural coupling existing
between the nervous system and the organism, and between these and the
medium. 
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The argument for structural coupling of autopoietic systems can be
summarized as follows. Given that the interactions of a composite unity in
the space of its components are interactions through its components (that
is, are structural interactions), if, as a result of a structural interaction, the
components of a unity or their relations change, the structure of the unity
changes and, if this structural change occurs without a change in the
organization of the composite unity, the identity of the unity remains
invariant. A composite unity whose structure can change while its
organization remains invariant is a plastic unity, and the structural
interactions under which this invariance can be sustained are
perturbations. Since it is a constitutive feature of an autopoietic system to
maintain homeostatically invariant its organization under conditions of
structural charge, the realization of the autopoiesis of a plastic living
system under conditions of perturbations generated by a changing medium
must result in the selection of a structure in the living system that
incorporates, in its autopoietic network, specific processes (changes of
state) that can be triggered by specific changes of state of the medium;
otherwise, the system disintegrates. The result of establishing this dynamic
structural correspondence, or structural coupling, is the effective
spatiotemporal correspondence of the changes of state of the organism to
the recurrent changes of state of the medium, while the organism remains
autopoietic. 

The same general argument can be applied to the nervous system in
particular. The organization of the nervous system as a closed network of
interacting neurons must remain invariant, but its structure may change if
it is coupled to the structural change of other systems in which it is
embedded, such as the organism, and through this, the medium in which
the organism exists as an autopoietic unity, or, recursively, itself. If the
structure of the nervous system changes, the domain of possible states of
relative neuronal activity of the nervous system changes, and, hence, the
domain of possible behavioral states of the organism itself changes, too.
Therefore, if as a result of the structural changes of the nervous system the
organism can go on in autopoiesis, the nervous system's changed structure
may constitute the basis for a new structural change, which may again
permit it to go on in autopoiesis. In principle, this process may be
recursively repeated endlessly throughout the life of an organism. 

That the ontogenic structural coupling of the nervous system to the
organism, to the medium, and to itself should occur through recursive
selective interactions is an epistemological necessity. Which interactions
select which structural change in a particular nervous system depends on
the particular case under consideration. There are well-documented
examples that I will not describe, but I will add that to the extent that the
nervous system operates as a closed neuronal network its actual operation
in the domain of relations of relative neuronal activities could not lead in it
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to second-order structural changes. However, since, in addition to their
participation in the closed neuronal network that the nervous system is,
neurons exhibit properties common to all other cells, neurons can be
perturbed chemically or physically by the products of other cells of the
organism, whether or not they are members of the nervous system, or of
the medium. These perturbations, which are operationally orthogonal to
the domain of relations of neuronal activities in which the nervous system
operates, may trigger structural changes in the neurons that result in
second order structural changes in the nervous system that result in
changes in its domain of states that result (for the observer) in changes in
behavior. Since these orthogonal perturbations constitute selective
interactions, structural selection must take place through them in the
domain of potential structural diversity constituted by the domain of
perturbations of the organism, and it must take place through the spatial
and temporal concomitances of chemical and physical neuronal
perturbations determined by the structure of the media in which the
nervous system is embedded. At this point it should be apparent that the
only structure of the nervous system that allows for this sort of structural
change is that in which the nervous system operates as an homeostatic
closed neuronal network that generate, and maintains invariant relations
of relative neuronal activity that are selected, through interactions
orthogonal to this domain of operation, by the actual realization of the
autopoiesis of the organism that it integrates. 

While autopoiesis lasts, (a) continued ontogenic structural coupling of the
nervous system selects the neuronal network structure that generates the
relations of relative neuronal activity that participate in the continued
autopoiesis of the organism in the medium to which it is coupled; and (b)
the structural coupling of the nervous system to the organism, to its
medium, or to itself that adequate behavior (interactions without
disintegration) reveals may appear to an observer as a semantic coupling,
because he or she can ascribe functional significance or meaning to any
behavior, and can describe the underlying physiology as if caused by these
semantic relations. 

Learning and Instinct
If the structural coupling of an organism to its medium takes place during
evolution, the structure that the organism exhibits at a particular moment
as a result of such evolution would have arisen in it through a
developmental process and not as a result of the history of its interactions
as an individual. Any behavior that an observer may detect in an organism
determined by a dynamics of states dependent on structures acquired by
the species during evolution will be called instinctive behavior by the
observer. If the structural coupling of the organism to its medium takes
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place during its ontogeny, and if this structural coupling involves the
nervous system, an observer may claim that learning has taken place
because he or she observes adequate behavior generated through the
dynamics of states of a nervous system whose structure has been specified
(selected) through experience. If, in these circumstances, the observer
wants to discriminate between learned and instinctive behavior, he or she
will discover that in their actual realization, both modes of behavior are
equally determined in the present by the structures of the nervous system
and organism, and that, in this respect, they are indeed indistinguishable.
The distinction between learned and instinctive behaviors lies exclusively
in the history of the establishment of the structures responsible for them. 

Any description of learning in terms of the acquisition of a representation
of the environment is, therefore, merely metaphorical and carries no
explanatory value. Furthermore, such a description is necessarily
misleading, because it implies a system in which instructive interactions
would take place, and such a system is, epistemologically, out of the
question. In fact, if no notion of instruction is used, the problem becomes
simplified because learning, then, appears as the continuous ontogenic
structural coupling of an organism to its medium through a process which
follows a direction determined by the selection exerted on its changes of
structure by the implementation of the behavior that it generates through
the structure already selected in it by its previous plastic interactions.
Accordingly, the significance that an observer may see a posteriori in a
given behavior acquired through learning plays no part in the specification
of the structure through which it becomes implemented. Also, although it
is possible for us as human beings to stipulate from a metadomain of
descriptions an aim in learning, this aim only determines a bias, a
direction, in a domain of selection, not a structure to be acquired. This
latter can only become specified during the actual history of learning
(ontogenic structural coupling), because it is contingent on this history. A
learning system has no trivial experiences (interactions) because all
interactions result in a structural change, even when the selected structure
leads to the stabilization of a given behavior. 

Finally, to the extent that the nervous system operates as a closed neuronal
network, the performance of learned or instinctive behavior as an
expression of a structural coupling is always the action of a spatiotemporal
network of relations of relative neuronal activities that appear to an
observer as a network of sensori-motor correlations. If the observed
behavior is instinctive and is realized in an inadequate environment, the
observer claims that it is instinctive behavior in a vacuum. If the observed
behavior is learned and is realized in an inadequate environment, the
observer calls it a mistake. In both cases, however, the situation is the
same: circumstantial structural uncoupling due to operational
independence between the dynamics of states of the organism and the
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dynamics of states of the medium, under circumstances in which their time
courses for structural change do not allow structural coupling. 

Perception
When an observer sees an organism interacting in its medium, he observes
that its conduct appears to be adequate to compensate for the
perturbations that the environment exerts on it in each interaction. The
observer describes this adequacy of conduct as if it were the result of the
acquisition by the organism of some feature of the environment, such as
information, on which it computes the adequate changes of state that
permit it to remain in autopoiesis, and calls such a process perception.
Since instructive interactions do not take place, this description is both
operationally inappropriate and metaphorically misleading. Similarly, if the
observer beholds a conduct that he or she usually sees under conditions of
what he or she calls perception to be enacted in the absence of the
adequate environmental perturbations, the observer claims that the
observed conduct is the result of an illusion or hallucination. Yet, for the
operation of the nervous system (and organism), there cannot be a
distinction between illusions, hallucinations, or perceptions, because a
closed neuronal network cannot discriminate between internally and
externally triggered changes in relative neuronal activity. This distinction
pertains exclusively to the domain of descriptions in which the observer
defines an inside and an outside for the nervous system and the organism.
In fact, for any given animal, the structure of its nervous system and its
structure as a whole organism, not the structure of the medium, determine
what structural configuration of the medium may constitute its sensory
perturbations and what path of internal changes of states it undergoes as a
result of a particular interaction. Furthermore, since these structures are
the result of the structural coupling of the organism to its medium, closure
in the organization of the nervous system and the organism make
perception an expression of the structural coupling of an organism to its
medium that is distinguishable from illusion or hallucination only in the
social domain. 

LANGUAGE AND CONSENSUAL DOMAINS

Consensual Domains

When two or more organisms interact recursively as structurally plastic
systems, each becoming a medium for the realization of the autopoiesis of
the other, the result is mutual ontogenic structural coupling. From the
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point of view of the observer, it is apparent that the operational
effectiveness that the various modes of conduct of the structurally coupled
organisms have for the realization of their autopoiesis under their
reciprocal interactions is established during the history of their
interactions and through their interactions. Furthermore, for an observer,
the domain of interactions specified through such ontogenic structural
coupling appears as a network of sequences of mutually triggering
interlocked conducts that is indistinguishable from what he or she would
call a consensual domain. In fact, the various conducts or behaviors
involved are both arbitrary and contextual. The behaviors are arbitrary
because they can have any form as long as they operate as triggering
perturbations in the interactions; they are contextual because their
participation in the interlocked interactions of the domain is defined only
with respect to the interactions that constitute the domain. Accordingly, I
shall call the domain of interlocked conducts that results from ontogenic
reciprocal structural coupling between structurally plastic organisms a
consensual domain (Maturana, 1975). 

Once a consensual domain is established, in the same manner as occurs
generally whenever there is structural coupling between several systems,
any member of the coupling can be replaced by a novel system that, with
respect to the structural features involved in the coupling, has the same
structure. Thus, a consensual domain is closed with respect to the
interlocking conducts that constitute it, but is open with respect to the
organisms or systems that realize it. 

Descriptions

What is significant for an observer in a consensual domain is that the
observed organisms can be described as simultaneously existing as
composite and simple unities, and, thus, as defining two nonintersecting
phenomenic domains. In the first domain, the observer can describe the
organisms as interacting through the properties of their components; in
the second domain, he or she can describe them as interacting through
their properties as unities. In both cases, the interaction of the organisms
can be described in strictly operational terms, without recourse to such
semantic notions as function or meaning. Yet, when an observer
communicates with another observer, he or she defines a metadomain from
the perspective of which a consensual domain appears as an interlocked
domain of distinctions, indications, or descriptions, according to how the
observer refers to the observed behavior. 

If the observer considers every distinguishable behavior as a
representation of the environmental circumstances that trigger it, he or
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she considers the behavior as a description, and the consensual domain in
which this behavior takes place as a domain of interlocked descriptions of
actual environmental states that are defined through the behaviors that
represent them. In this manner a description always implies an interaction.
What we do as observers when we make descriptions is exactly that: We
behave in an interlocked manner with other observers in a consensual
domain ontogenically generated through our direct (mother-child relation)
or indirect (membership in the same society) structural coupling. But if the
observer forgets that the interlocked adequacy of the mutual triggering
changes of state of the mutually perturbing systems in the consensual
domain is the result of their ontogenic structural coupling, he or she may
describe the consensual domain as if it constituted an intrinsic descriptive
system in which the descriptive interactions give information to the
organisms to compute the ad hoc states needed to handle the described
environment. To do this is both to assume instructive interactions that for
epistemological reasons are out of the question and to lose the domain of
descriptions as a metadomain that exists only in a consensual domain in
reference to another domain. The following considerations should make
this clear. 

If the organisms that operate in a consensual domain can be
recursively perturbed by the internal states generated in them
through their consensual interactions and can include the conducts
generated through these recursive interactions as behavioral
components in their consensual domain, a second-order consensuality
is established from the perspective of which the first-order consensual
behavior is operationally a description of the circumstances that
trigger it. Yet, for the establishment of this second-order consensuality
and, hence, for the occurrence of the recursive operation of consensus
on consensus that leads to the recursive application of descriptions to
descriptions, it is necessary that all perturbing processes, including
the descriptions, should take place in the same domain. 
The presence of a structurally plastic nervous system in animals
makes possible this recursive mapping of all the interactions of the
organism and its nervous system, as well as of most (if not all) of its
internal processes, in a single phenomenic domain. In fact, since the
nervous system operates as a closed neuronal network in which all
states of activity are relations of relative neuronal activity, all the
interactions and all the changes of state of the organism (including its
nervous system) that perturb the nervous system, regardless of how
they arise, necessarily map in the same domain of relations of relative
neuronal activities. As has been said, the result of this is the ontogenic
recursive structural coupling of the structurally plastic nervous
system to its own changing structure through a process in which the
sequence of structural changes is determined by the sequence of
structural perturbations generated either by these same structural
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changes, or by the interactions of the organism in its medium. 
The magnitude of this recursive ontogenic structural coupling in any
particular organism depends both on the degree of structural
plasticity of its nervous system and on the degree to which the actual
structure of its nervous system at any instant permits the occurrence
of distinct relations of relative neuronal activity that operate as
internal structural perturbations. When this takes place, even in the
slightest manner, within the confines of a consensual domain, so that
the relations of neuronal activity generated under consensual
behavior become perturbations and components for further
consensual behavior, an observer is operationally generated. In other
words, if as a result of the mapping of all the states of the organism
onto the states of activity of its nervous system, an organism can be
perturbed by the relations of neuronal activity generated in its
nervous system by relations between relations of neuronal activity
triggered in it through different interactions, consensually
distinguishing them as components of a second-order consensual
domain, the behavior of the organism becomes indistinguishable from
the behavior of an observer; the second-order consensual domain that
it establishes with other organisms becomes indistinguishable from a
semantic domain. In still other words, if an organism is observed in its
operation within a second-order consensual domain, it appears to the
observer as if its nervous system interacted with internal
representations of the circumstances of its interactions, and as if the
changes of state of the organism were determined by the semantic
value of these representations. Yet all that takes place in the operation
of the nervous system is the structure-determined dynamics of
changing relations of relative neuronal activity proper to a closed
neuronal network. 
Representation, meaning, and description are notions that apply only
and exclusively to the operation of living systems in a consensual
domain, and are defined by an observer to refer to second-order
consensual behavior. For this reason, these notions have no
explanatory value for the characterization of the actual operation of
living systems as autopoietic systems, even though they arise through
structural coupling. Because a description always implies an
interaction by a member of a domain of consensus, the domain of
descriptions is necessarily bounded by the ultimate possible
interactions of a living system through the properties of its
components. 

2.

Language

The word language comes from the Latin noun lingua, which means
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"tongue," and, in prior usage referred mainly to speech. By extension,
however, language is now used to refer to any conventional system of
symbols used in communication. A language, whether in its restricted or in
its generalized form, is currently considered to be a denotative system of
symbolic communication, composed of words that denote entities
regardless of the domain in which these entities may exist. Denotation,
however, is not a primitive operation. It requires agreement consensus for
the specification of the denotant and the denoted. If denotation, therefore,
is not a primitive operation, it cannot be a primitive linguistic operation,
either. Language must arise as a result of something else that does not
require denotation for its establishment, but that gives rise to language
with all its implications as a trivial necessary result. This fundamental
process is ontogenic structural coupling, which results in the
establishment of a consensual domain. 

Within a consensual domain the various components of a consensual
interaction do not operate as denotants; at most, an observer could say
that they connote the states of the participants as they trigger each other
in interlocked sequences of changes of state. Denotation arises only in a
metadomain as an a posteriori commentary made by the observer about
the consequences of operation of the interacting systems. If the primary
operation for the establishment of a linguistic domain is ontogenic
structural coupling, then the primary conditions for the development of
language are, in principle, common to all autopoietic systems to the extent
that they are structurally plastic and can undergo recursive interactions. 

Linguistic behavior is behavior in a consensual domain. When linguistic
behavior takes place recursively, in a second-order consensual domain, in
such a manner that the components of the consensual behavior are
recursively combined in the generation of new components of the
consensual domain, a language is established. The richness attained by a
language throughout its history, therefore, depends necessarily both on the
diversity of behaviors that can be generated and distinguished by the
organisms that participate in the consensual domain, and on the actual
historical realization of such behaviors and distinctions. The various
failures and successes attained in the attempts to generate a linguistic
domain of interactions with chimpanzees illustrate this point (Linden,
1978). In fact, whenever an attempt has been made to couple a sufficiently
diversified domain of arbitrary distinctions that both the chimpanzee and
the observer could make (such as visual or manual distinctions) to an at
least commensurable domain of non-arbitrary distinctions (biologically
significant) again common to both, an expanding linguistic domain could
indeed be developed. Conversely, when the attempt was to couple two
domains of distinctions whose varieties did not match in the chimpanzee
and the observer) no expanding linguistic domain could be developed. The
sign language of the deaf is another illustration of these points. 
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Linguistic Regularities

Since I have not mentioned grammar or syntax in this characterization of
language, the following comments are necessary. 

The behavior of an organism is defined in a domain of interactions
under the conditions in which the organism realizes its autopoiesis.
The result, if the organism is structurally plastic, is its ontogenic
structural coupling to its medium through selective interactions
determined by its behavior. Which structure, which physiology, is
selected in a particular history of interactions in a particular
organism, however, is determined by the original structure of the
organism at each interaction, and not by the nature of the selecting
behavior. As a result, as is well known to biologists, different
physiologies can be selected through which the same behavior is
enacted in different organisms, or in the same organism at different
moments of its ontogeny. Accordingly, the regularities or rules that an
observer can describe in the performance of any particular behavior,
whether it is courtship, hunting, or speaking by the different
organisms that enact it, do not reveal homorphisms in the underlying
physiologies. The regularities in the performance of the behavior
pertain to the domain in which the behavior is described by the
observer, not to the underlying physiology. Therefore, the describable
regularities of the linguistic behavior of the members of a consensual
domain do not necessarily reflect an identity of the underlying
physiologies that generate the linguistic behavior of the different
members. Only if the original structures of the consenting organisms
had been isomorphic could some isomorphism be expected in the
physiology of similarly behaving organisms that participate in a
consensual domain. Such a coincidence, however, would be a matter
of historical contingency, not of structural necessity. 
Every kind of behavior is realized through operations that may or may
not be applied recursively. If recursion is possible in a particular kind
of behavior and if it leads to cases of behavior of the same kind, then a
closed generative domain of behavior is produced. There are many
examples: Human dance is one, human language, another. What is
peculiar about a language, however, is that this recursion takes place
through the behavior of organisms in a consensual domain. In this
context, the superficial syntactic structure or grammar of a given
natural language can only be a description of the regularities in the
concatenation of the elements of the consensual behavior. In principle,
this superficial syntax can be any, because its determination is
contingent on the history of consensual coupling, and is not a
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necessary result of any necessary physiology. Conversely, the
'universal grammar' of which linguists speak as the necessary set of
underlying rules common to all human natural languages can refer
only to the universality of the process of recursive structural coupling
that takes place in humans through the recursive application of the
components of a consensual domain without the consensual domain.
The determination of this capacity for recursive structural coupling is
not consensual; it is structural and depends entirely on the operation
of the nervous system as a closed neuronal network. Furthermore,
this capacity for recursive structural coupling is at work both in
spoken and in sign languages of human beings and in the sign and
token linguistic domains established with chimpanzees (Gardner &
Gardner, 1974; Premack, 1974). Thus, the structure required for a
universal grammar understood as a capacity for recursive structural
coupling in the operation of the nervous system is not exclusively
human. The contingencies of evolution that led in man to the
establishment of spoken language, however, are peculiarly human. 
For an observer, linguistic interactions appear as semantic and
contextual interactions. Yet what takes place in the interactions within
a consensual domain is strictly structure-determined, interlocked
concatenations of behavior. In fact, each element of the behavior of
one organism operating in a consensual domain acts as a triggering
perturbation for another. Thus, the behavior of organism A perturbs
organism B triggering in it an internal change of state that establishes
in it a new structural background for its further interactions and
generates a behavior that, in turn, perturbs organism A, which ...
perturbs organism B, which ..., and so on in a recursive manner until
the process stops -- either because, as a result of the structural
changes of A and B some behavior is triggered that does not belong to
the consensual domain, or because some independent intercurrent
interaction occurs that leads them out of the consensual domain. 

What happens in a linguistic interaction, therefore, depends strictly
on the structural state of the organism undergoing the interaction.
For an observer who does not know the structural states of the
linguistically interacting organisms, the outcome of a particular
linguistic interaction may seem ambiguous, as if the actual syntactic
value of a particular linguistic conduct were determined by some
internal, not apparent, rule. Yet for each of the actual linguistically
interacting organisms there is no such ambiguity. Their internal
structure, as the structural background on which their linguistic
interactions operate as triggering perturbations, is at any moment
determined by their previous interactions and by their previous
independent structural dynamics in a non ambiguous manner.
Therefore, the context on which the outcome of a linguistic interaction
depends is completely determined in the structure of the interacting
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organisms, even if this is unknown to the observer. The overheard
sentence, "They are flying planes," is ambiguous only for the observer
who wants to predict the outcome of the interaction with insufficient
knowledge of the structural state of the speaking organism. The
question in the mind of an observing linguist would be: "How can I
determine the superficial syntactic value of the components of the
sentence if I do not know its deep structure that determines its
effective surface structure, or if I do not know the semantic value of
the sentence that, by determining its deep structure, determines its
surface syntax?" In fact, this question is irrelevant; it does not refer to
the processes that take place in the linguistic interactions and that
determine their outcome in the consensual domain. Superficial and
deep syntactic structures are features of one descriptions of linguistic
utterances, not of the processes of their generation. 
To understand the evolutionary origin of natural language requires
the recognition of a basic biological process that could generate it. So
far, this understanding has been impossible, because language has
been viewed as a denotative system of symbolic communication. If
that were in fact, the way language operates in a linguistic
interaction, then its evolutionary origin would demand the
preexistence of denotation for agreement on the symbolic values of
the arbitrary components of the system of communication. Yet
denotation is the very function whose evolutionary origin should be
explained. If we recognize that language is a system of generative
consensual interactions, and that denotation, as merely a recursive
consensual operation, operates only in a domain of consensus and not
in the processes through which linguistic interactions take place, then
it becomes obvious that language is the necessary evolutionary
outcome, in the recursive interactions of organisms having closed,
structurally plastic nervous systems, of a selection realized through
the behavior generated on the interacting organisms through their
structural coupling in a domain of expanding ambient diversity. 

Communication

The task of an observer who faces a problem in communication is either to
design a system with emitter and receiver components connected via a
conducting element, such that for every distinguishable state produced in
the emitter a single distinguishable state is generated in the receiver, or to
treat a preexisting system as if it operated like this. Since instructive
interactions do not take place in the operational domains that we are
considering, the emitter and receiver must be operationally congruent for
the phenomenon of communication to occur. In other words, the domain of
possible states of the emitter and the domain of possible states of the
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receiver must be homomorphic, so that each state of the emitter triggers a
unique state in the receiver. If the communication system is designed by
the observer, this homomorphism is obtained by construction; if a
preexisting system is described as a communication system by the
observer he or she assumes this homomorphism in his or her description.
In fact, every interaction can be trivially described as a communication.
Therefore, it must be understood that the current view of communication
as a situation in which the interacting systems specify each other's states
through the transmission of information is either erroneous or misleading.
If this view assumes that instructive interactions take place, it is
erroneous; if this view is only meant as a metaphor, it is misleading
because it suggests models that imply instructive interactions. Such errors
frequently occur in attempts to explain the semantic role of language. 

From all these considerations, it is apparent that an established linguistic
domain is a system of communication that reflects a behavioral
homomorphism resulting from structural coupling. in other words,
linguistic communication always takes place after the establishment of an
ontogenic structural coupling, and in that sense is trivial because it shows
only that the engineer's situation has been established. What is not trivial,
however, is what takes place in the process of attaining communication
through the establishment of ontogenic structural coupling and the
shaping of the consensual domain. During this process there is no
behavioral homomorphism between the interacting organisms and,
although individually they operate strictly as structure-determined
systems, everything that takes place through their interactions is novel,
anti-communicative, in the system that they then constitute together, even
if they otherwise participate in other consensual domains. If this process
leads to a consensual domain, it is, in the strict sense, a conversation, a
turning around together in such a manner that all participants undergo
nontrivial structural changes until a behavioral homomorphism is
established and communication takes place. These pre-communicative or
anti-communicative interactions that take place during a conversation,
then, are creative interactions that lead to novel behavior. The conditions
under which a conversation takes place (common interest, spatial
confinement, friendship, love, or whatever keeps the organisms together),
and which determine that the organisms should continue to interact until a
consensual domain is established, constitute the domain in which selection
for the ontogenic structural coupling takes place. Without them, a
consensual domain could never be established, and communication, as the
coordination of noncreative ontogenically acquired modes of behavior,
would never take place. 

REALITY
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The word reality comes from the Latin noun res, meaning "thing." The
fundamental operation that an observer can perform is an operation of
distinction, the specification of an entity by operationally cleaving it from a
background. Furthermore, that which results from an operation of
distinction and can thus be distinguished, is a thing with the properties
that the operation of distinction specifies, and which exists in the space
that these properties establish. Reality, therefore, is the domain of things,
and, in this sense, that which can be distinguished is real. Thus stated,
there is no question about what reality is: It is a domain specified by the
operations of the observer. The question that remains is a question in the
domain of cognition: It is a question about objectivity. In other words, to
paraphrase the questions presented at the beginning, "How is it that we,
human beings, can talk about things, describe things, and predict events in
terms of things to be observed?" 

After all that I have said throughout this chapter, the answer to this
question should be unambiguous. Yet let me recapitulate, as an observer,
the essence of what I have said. 

First, the epistemological analysis of our operation as scientists showed
that all scientific statements are necessarily subject-dependent, even these
that I am making now as a scientist writing about the problem of
objectivity. 

Second, the analysis of the organization of the living and the nervous
systems showed: (a) both are closed systems and, accordingly, do not offer
means for the description of an objective reality; and (b) that the effective
operation of a living system (nervous system included) in the medium in
which it is realized (as an autopoietic unity) is the result of its structural
coupling to that medium. 

Third, the analysis of language showed: (a) that language exists in a
consensual domain generated by the interactions of closed systems and not
in the domain of states of each individual system; and (b) that a description
always implies an interaction of the system that describes. Let us now as
author and reader, adopt the roles of super-observers and answer two
questions, which again are reformulations of the questions presented at
the beginning: 

How is it that human beings, being closed autopoietic systems, can
talk about things and make descriptions of them? 

1.

How is it that, if language is behavior in a consensual domain, human
beings can use language to predict events to be individually
experienced ? 

2.
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Superobserver's Answer to the First Question

Human beings can talk about things because they generate the things they
talk about by talking about them. That is, human beings can talk about
things because they generate them by making distinctions that specify
them in a consensual domain, and because, operationally, talking takes
place in the same phenomenic domain in which things are defined as
relations of relative neuronal activities in a closed neuronal network. In
other words, for us as super-observers, it is apparent that human beings
can talk about only that which they can specify through their operations of
distinction, and that as structure-determined systems, they can only make
distinctions that their structural coupling to their medium (other
organisms included) permits. Accordingly, the changes of state that human
beings or their instruments undergo in their interactions constitute the
specification and description of the things entered as elements in their
consensual domains, and this occurs under conditions in which their
changes of state are determined by their structures and their structures
are the result of their structural couplings. Obviously, this result is possible
because, although every internal or external interaction of an organism is
mapped in the relations of relative neuronal activities of its nervous
system, where they cannot be distinguished as individual experiences, they
can be distinguished socially in terms of behavior within a consensual
domain. As a consequence, although descriptions ultimately always imply
interactions of the organism through its components, language permits
descriptions of entities in as many different domains as can be defined
consensually, however removed from actual interactions they may seem to
an observer, because linguistic descriptions always take place as
consensual distinctions of relations of relative neuronal activities in the
talking organisms, and consensual distinctions always imply interactions
between organisms through their components. Thus, talking human beings
dwell in two nonintersecting phenomenal domains: the domain of their
internal states and the domain of their interactions in the consensual
domain. Since these two domains are nonintersecting, neither can be
reduced to the other, even though an observer can establish a
homomorphism between them. This is obvious for me as a super-observer
because I am external to both. For the human being talking, however, all
that exists is his or her domain of experiences (internal states) on which
everything is mapped, and the human being operates through experiences
as if a phenomenal reduction had taken place. Yet, if he or she could be led
to become a super-observer, he or she would accept the legitimacy of these
multiple, nonintersecting phenomenal domains in which he or she can
operate without demanding reductionist explanations. 

In synthesis, although many spaces can be described through language, no
space can be described that cannot be mapped onto the changes of state of
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the linguistically interacting organisms through the interactions of their
components. Therefore, the ultimate and basic space that a composite
unity can describe in a consensual domain is the space in which its
components exist; the space in which its components exist determines the
ultimate domain of interactions through which a composite unity can
participate in the generation of a consensual domain. Thus, the human
domain of descriptions is both bounded and unlimited. It is bounded,
because every description that a human being makes necessarily implies
an interaction through his components; it is unlimited, because through
the operation of the nervous system the person can always recursively
refine new phenomenic domains through the consensual specification of
new unities composed through the coupling of old ones. In general, then,
the ultimate space that the components of a composite system define is for
such a system its ground space. Men, in particular, specify their ground
space, the space which they define as composite unities by describing their
components through their interactions through their components, as the
physical space. As a consequence/ the human cognitive domain, the human
domain of descriptions, is necessarily closed: every human assertion
implies an interaction. That about which man cannot talk he cannot
speak. 

Superobserver's Answer to the Second Question

First, it is apparent that if, for the organisms that possess a natural
language, to enact it is to realize their autopoiesis through their behavior
in a consensual domain, then effective linguistic interactions between
organisms (linguistic interactions that lead to their continued operation
within the consensual domain without loss of autopoiesis) are necessarily
an expression of (a) their reciprocal structural coupling; and (b) the
changes in relations of relative neuronal activities in their respective
nervous systems as determined by their structures and selected by their
interactions. 

Second, from the perspective of an observer, it is apparent that the
relations of relative neuronal activities that take place in the nervous
system of an organism that participates in a consensual domain result
either from its structural coupling to the other members of the consensual
domain, and represent (for the observer) external interactions, or from the
recursive structural coupling of the nervous system to its own structure,
and represent (for the observer) internal interactions. Relations of the first
kind correspond to things distinguished in a consensual, social, domain;
whereas relations of the second kind correspond to things distinguished in
a private, personal domain that may or may not intersect with the social
domain. The first correspond to experiences that pertain to a consensual
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reality, the second to experiences that pertain to a private, individual
reality. In these circumstances, since a prediction is the realization in a
consensual domain of a state in a model, and since the operation within a
consensual domain as well as all the external and internal interactions of
an organism involving its nervous system are equally realized as
configurations of changing relations of relative neuronal activities in its
nervous system, a prediction cannot but correspond to a configuration of
relations of relative neuronal activities to be obtained if certain operations
(other relations of relative neuronal activities) are realized. If the
operations to be realized arise from relations of relative neuronal activities
that correspond to external interactions, then the prediction belongs to the
domain of consensual reality; if the operations to be realized arise from
relations of relative neuronal activities that correspond to internal
interactions, then the prediction belongs to the domain of private reality. In
either case, however, predictions are realized as actual experiences, that
is, as actual states of the organisms obtained through the realization of the
operations that constitute the predictions if the organisms operate within
the domains of structural couplings in which the predictions are made. In
other words, the realization of a prediction in a consensual domain is a
necessary result of the structural coupling that constitutes the consensual
domain. Only if it implies operations outside the consensual domain in 
which it is made is a prediction not fulfilled. The operation of a structure
determined system is necessarily perfect; that is, it follows a course
determined only by neighborhood relations in its structure and by nothing
else. It is only in a referential domain, such as the domain of behavior, that
an observer can claim that an error has occurred when his or her
expectations are not fulfilled because, contrary to them, the operation of
the organism reveals that it is not structurally coupled to the medium in
which he or she observes it and in which he or she predicts its behavior. 

Observer's Reduction to Actual Agent

These answers made by a human observer in the role of superobserver also
apply to his or her own operation as an observer, because the operation of
an observer is an operation in a second-order consensual domain.
Accordingly, although we have played the role of superobservers in order
to reveal the manner of operation of linguistic interactions, no human
being can effectively operate as an absolute superobserver, because of the
closure of his domain of descriptions. This, however, does not weaken the
argument, which remains fully valid after collapsing the superobserver into
the observer, because it is based only on relations proper to a second-order
consensual domain that permit an observer to play such a role: the role of
a second-order observer, the observer of the observer in its medium. 
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We live in a domain of subject-dependent realities, and this condition is the
necessary result of our being structure-determined, closed, autopoietic
systems. Yet we are not like the chained men in the cave of Plato's
Republic who saw only the shadows of objective entities that could, at least
in principle, be conceived as having an absolute reality. We are more like
pharmacologists describing biologically active substances by means of the
changes of state of their biological probes. There is no similarity between
the changes of state that a female rabbit undergoes and the hormone that
brings them about; nobody claims that there is. However, strictly, for a long
time and in the absence of other methods, many substances have been
characterized by the changes of state of the biological probes that revealed
them. Furthermore, other methods are not effectively different from the
pharmacological one. This is not a novelty. Yet it is not frequently realized,
and it is less frequently taken seriously in the domain of science, that we
human beings operate in our cognitive domain like the pharmacologist and
that we can only operate in this way by using ourselves as biological
probes with which we specify and describe the domains of reality in which
we live. That we should be living systems is obviously not a necessary
condition, but it is an existential condition that determines how our
domains of reality are generated; because in us, as in all living systems, all
operations are subordinated to the invariance of our autopoiesis. 

CONCLUSION

The extent of what an organism can do is determined by its
organization and structure, and all that an organism can do constitutes
its cognitive domain. The way we (human beings) determine
knowledge shows that implicitly or explicitly we accept this to be the
case: We ask a question in a given domain and, as an answer we expect
an action, or the description of an action, in the same domain. The fact
that we usually demand that human beings should be aware of their
knowledge -- that is, that they should be observers -- does not change
the matter. Our cognitive domain is bounded and unlimited in the same
manner in which our domain of reality is bounded and unlimited.
Knowledge implies interactions, and we cannot step out of our domain
of interactions, which is closed. We live, therefore, in a domain of
subject-dependent knowledge and subject-dependent reality. This
means that if the questions, "What is the object of knowledge?" or
"What is the objective reality of an object?" are meant to be answered
by an absolute observer, then they are meaningless, because such an
absolute observer is intrinsically impossible in our cognitive domain. In
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fact, any knowledge of a transcendental absolute reality is intrinsically
impossible; if a supposed transcendental reality were to become
accessible to description then it would not be transcendental, because
a description always implies interactions and, hence, reveals only a
subject-dependent reality. The most we can say, therefore, is that the
observer generates a description of the domain of reality through his
or her interactions (including interactions with instruments and
through instruments), and that the observer can describe a system of
systems (a system of consensus) that leads to the emergence of
systems that can describe: observers. As a consequence, because the
domain of descriptions is closed, the observer can make the following
ontological statement: The logic of the description is isomorphic to the
logic of the operation of the describing system. 

Apparently all that remains is the observer. Yet the observer does not
exist alone, because his existence necessarily entails at least an other
being as a necessary condition for the establishment of the consensual
domain in which he exists as an observer. However, what is unique to
each observer and makes each observer stand alone, is, on the one
hand, his or her experiences, which remain necessarily secluded in his
or her operational closure, and, on the other hand, the observer's
ability through second-order consensuality to operate as external to
the situation in which he or she is, and thus be observer of his or hers
circumstance as an observer. 

Postscript: Creativity and Freedom

Much of what I have said has been intuitively accepted by philosophers
since antiquity, but until now no one had proposed an explanation that
could show the biological nature of the phenomena of cognition and reality.
This chapter is such an explicit attempt (see also Maturana, 1970, 1974).
Furthermore, until now, it had not been shown that there is no
contradiction between the subject-dependent nature of our reality and our
effective operation in a socially valid and seemingly objective physical
world. Since a description always implies an interaction, and since the
describing systems describe their components via their interactions
through their components, there is a constitutive homomorphism between
descriptions, and behavior in general, and the operation of the systems
that describe. Therefore, we literally create the world in which we live by
living it. If a distinction is not performed, the entity that this distinction
would specify does not exist; when a distinction is performed, the created
entity exists in the domain of the distinction only, regardless of how the
distinction is performed. There is no other kind of existence for such an
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entity. 

In this context, then, what are creativity and freedom? 

Answers to these questions have been entangled in a frequent confusion of
determinisms with predictability, and in the belief in the objective
occurrence of the phenomenon of choice. That a system is structure
determined means that it is deterministic and that in its operation choice is
out of the question, but it does not mean that it is necessarily predictable.
Determinism is a feature of the operation of a system, while predictability
and choice are expressions that reflect the state of knowledge of the
observer. If the system observed and the medium in which it is observed
are known, then the system does not appear to encounter alternatives in
its interactions, because it and its medium form for the observer a single
predictable system; if the system or the medium are unknown, then the
system appears to encounter alternatives in its interactions, because
system and medium constitute operationally independent systems for the
observer who cannot predict their course: in such a case the observer
projects his or her own uncertainty on the system by claiming that it must
make a choice. An unknown system is, for the ignorant observer, a chaos,
however deterministic it may appear to the knowing observer who sees it
as a structure-determined system. Once this is understood, it becomes
apparent that a novelty, the new, is always an event viewed in a frame of
reference from which it could not have been predicted by an observer. 

When an organism enters into an interaction that arises from a
contingency, that is, from an encounter with an operationally independent
system (which could be part of the organism itself), the ensuing triggered
changes of state of the organism could not have been predicted by an
observer of the operation of the organism alone. For the observer, the
organism performs a novel distinction and specifies a new reality. This is
creativity: the generation by an organism of distinctions (unexpected for an
observer) through its interactions with systems to which it is not
structurally coupled (operationally independent systems), and to which it
may become structurally coupled as a result of the interactions. Since the
structure of an organism (its nervous system included) is under continuous
change as a result of its autopoiesis in an operationally independent
medium, organisms are, at least potentially, in the position of undergoing a
continuous change in their structural couplings anal hence, of continuously
encountering independent systems and thus of undergoing continuous
changes of state unpredictable from their perspective alone. Creativity,
then, is a necessarily widespread feature in living systems. 

If an organism exists in a domain that does not determine all its
interactions, so that it can undergo interactions with independent systems,
there is freedom in the domain of existence of the organism. The organism
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is free even if its operation is deterministic, and if it can generate
second-order consensual domains, it can, as an observer, recursively
generate operationally independent consensual entities as a recursive
observer of its circumstance. This has been well understood throughout
the history of mankind. If a human being can observe the social system
that he creates with his behavior, he may dislike it and reject it, and thus
become a source of change, but if he can only undergo interactions
specified by the social system that he integrates, he cannot be an observer
of it and his behavior can only confirm it. Accordingly, all coercive political
systems aim, explicitly or implicitly, at reducing creativity and freedom by
specifying all social interactions as the best means of suppressing human
beings as observers and thus attaining political permanence. To obtain this
ultimate goal, however, the typically human mode of creativity must be
completely suppressed, and this, as long as there is any capacity to
establish such second-order consensual domains as the use of language
requires, is impossible. 

Every human being, as an autopoietic system, stands alone. Yet let us not
lament that we must exist in a subject-dependent reality. Life is more
interesting like this, because the only transcendence of our individual
loneliness that we can experience arises through the consensual reality
that we create with others, that is, through love. 
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